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Abstract
In this thesis we develop, implement and apply the formalism of time-de-
pendent density functional theory (TDDFT) to the description of non-linear
electronic and ionic phenomena of complex structures. This is framed in the
general context of having an efficient formalism able to describe both the
electronic and magnetic dynamical response properties of nanoscopic sys-
tems beyond the linear regime, including time-resolved spectroscopies. As
we are focusing on the modelling of realistic systems, emphasis is placed on
developing formalisms that are suitable for efficient numerical implementa-
tion. Two novel basic formulations are considered in this work: propagation
in real-time of the TDDFT equations for arbitrary external perturbation
and the frequency-dependent Sternheimer equation for linear and non-linear
dynamical susceptibilities.
The real-time TDDFT formulation, already a popular method for the
calculation of optical absorption spectra, is extended in the present work
to deal with other responses like the chiro-optical activity. A particular
fundamental contribution in the thesis is the realisation of modified Ehrenfest
dynamics, a mixed classical-quantum dynamics where the ions are treated
as classical particles. In the adiabatic regime this new ab-initio molecular
dynamics approach becomes competitive with the widely used Car-Parrinello
and Born-Oppenheimer methods. The scheme is ideally suited for massive
parallel implementations and allows handling of thousands of atoms.
The Sternheimer equation is an alternative method for linear response in
the frequency domain that, as the previous time-propagation scheme, does
not need unoccupied states or response functions. It is based on the solution
of a self-consistent set of linear equations for each frequency. In this work we
present a dynamic version of the Sternheimer formalism that can be used to
calculate response in the resonant and non-resonant regimes. We apply this
formalism to calculate different properties, including the magnetic response
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8and the non-linear optical response.
This thesis has a major component in algorithm development and code
implementation to reach the goal of handling, from first principles, the non-
equilibrium properties of systems with a large number of active particles,
electrons and/or ions. This numerical implementation phase of the work
is also discussed in detail, including the aspects required for efficient sim-
ulations: the discretization of the problem based on a real-space grid, the
algorithms used to solve the different equations and the optimization and
parallelization of the code.
Finally, some examples of applications are shown, where the methods are
used to calculate different properties of physical systems of interest, including
small molecules and nano-clusters, highlighting the impact of the present
work for future applications in nano and bio-sciences.
Conventions used in this thesis
Units
The equations and magnitudes presented in this thesis are in Hartree atomic
units. In this unit system three fundamental physical constants are all unity
by definition2:
• The reduced Planck constant ~.
• The electronic charge e.
• The electron mass me.
The unit of energy in this system is the Hartree (abbreviated Ha) and the
unit of length is the Bohr radius (abbreviated b). In some cases we will
switch to more convenient units to present the results, in particular inverse
centimetres (cm−1 = 4.56× 106Ha) for vibrational frequencies and electron-
volts (eV = 3.67× 10−2Ha) for optical frequencies.
Notation
Throughout this thesis we follow some conventions for quantities and indices:
• The imaginary unit is denoted by ι˙.
• Real-space vectors and tensors are typed in boldface and individual
components are represented by letters i, j and k. So a represents a
vector, a its norm, and ai the i-th component of it. Explicit components
are denoted by indices x, y and z.
2Additionally, we do not include any constant in the Coulombian force, so 0 = 1/4pi.
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• r is used to represent real-space electronic coordinates. For many-
body quantities rK and rM are the coordinates of electrons K and M ,
respectively. The total number of electrons in a system is labelled Ne.
• R represents ionic coordinates. Indices I and J are used for labelling
ions. RiI is the i-th coordinate of the position of atom I. Ionic masses
are labelled as MI and ionic charges as ZI . Na represents the total
number of atoms in a system.
• Many-body wave-functions are represented by ψ and single-particle
wave-functions by ϕ. Indices m and n are used for labelling energy
levels and orbitals. Sums over these indices, unless explicitly noticed,
are assumed to be over the set of occupied wave-functions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Prediction of the structural and electronic properties of complex electronic
systems, like surfaces, polymers, nano-structures, biomolecules, etc. has seen
a tremendous advance in the last 20 years [1,2], in part due to the evolution of
computer power, but more importantly due to the development of exchange
and correlation functionals that brought density functional theory (DFT)
to chemical accuracy [3, 4]. Right now many computer software packages
are available to study properties of molecular and crystalline systems such
as structures, phase transitions, vibrational and deformation properties, etc.
with applications in geophysics, astrophysics, biophysics and nano-science in
general [5–9].
The fact that ground-state properties have reached a maturity in their
description by first-principles techniques does not mean that all problems
are solved. In particular, there is a big need for new and better approxi-
mations that can treat properly weakly bond systems, charge transfer, and
open quantum systems. Also, algorithmic and theoretical methods need to
be developed to handle all properties appearing at different scales in time
and size, bridging from femtoseconds to hours and from atoms to solids and
macromolecules.
However, in order to monitor all these phenomena experimentally we need
to bring the system out of equilibrium by an external perturbation (electric,
magnetic, optical, mechanic, etc.). Therefore, it is fundamental to have a
proper development of the theory to study the response of electronic systems
to general external perturbations. This is the scope of the present PhD work,
that builds on the work done by the Nano-bio spectroscopy group over the
last 15 years. The whole subject of electronic excited-state properties has
17
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seen a considerable advance due to the efforts of several research groups [10]
that have put forward the concept of theoretical spectroscopy. Still, the de-
velopment of the field is far from being at the level of ground-state DFT
or quantum chemistry approaches. In the present work, we have made a
substantial step forward in our understanding, both theoretical and compu-
tational, of linear and non-linear phenomena of complex systems.
When we are interested in understanding and exploiting the nanoscopic
world, its reactions to external perturbations are essential. Most of the stud-
ies done up to now focus on linear optical properties, the response to a low
intensity electromagnetic field. However, response properties to other type
of external perturbations or higher intensities offer a more complex phe-
nomenology that can better describe what we see in nature and that is more
suitable for technological applications. As these effects tend to be more com-
plex, they pose a real theoretical challenge as, besides being more involved
mathematically, they require a much larger computational cost when treated
by numerical simulations. In many cases the experimental description is also
challenging, which increases the importance of having predictive theoretical
tools to complement, guide and extract insight from the experimental data.
We can characterize response phenomena as the combination of the type
of perturbation applied to the system and the type of response of the system
that we look at. For example, in an optical absorption experiment, we apply
light (the external perturbation) and we look at the light that comes back
from the system (the response). In this particular case both correspond to
the same type of perturbation, but this does not have to be the case, we
might as well look at the magnetic field induced by an electric field or other
kind of mixed responses. It is important to notice that, from the theoretical
point of view we do not make a distinction between applied and observed
fields1. We can also describe the response when more than one perturbative
field is applied (non-linear response might be considered as a particular case,
when a perturbative field acts more than once). In Table 1.1 we give a non-
extensive but illustrative overview of how some linear and non-linear response
properties come up as mixing of different perturbations. There are, however,
other types of spectroscopies that cannot be directly describe in this manner.
In particular, spectroscopies where either the incoming or outgoing particle
1At least in the instantaneous response regime. When addressing time resolved spec-
troscopies, where the system is probed by a field that is delayed with respect to the
pumping field, we need to make a distinction between the two fields.
19
is an electron, ion, or atom.
In this thesis, we explore the theoretical description of linear and non-
linear phenomena in a way that is precise enough to make quantitative pre-
dictions while keeping the numerical cost low enough to be able to treat
large realistic systems. The long term goal is to lay the basis for a gen-
eral theoretical description of response that could be applied to all types of
perturbations and observables for any kind of electronic system (molecules,
clusters, nano-structures, and extended systems). Time-dependent density
functional theory (TDDFT) [11,12] offers an ideal framework to accomplish
this objective, it is a first-principles theory that gives a simple theoretical
picture with a moderate computational cost and, in comparison with many-
body approaches yields results that are reasonably accurate for most cases.
Within the general TDDFT framework a proper mathematical formula-
tion must be chosen, which determines the objects that we have to calculate
and the equations that we have to solve. The standard perturbation theory
approach, based on sum over states and response functions, while well suited
for theoretical analysis is not the best approach for large scale numerical sim-
ulations as it becomes computationally prohibitive for high-order non-linear
response.2 Two alternative (equivalent) approaches to standard perturbation
theory are explored in the present work. The first one is the real-time prop-
agation of TDDFT equations, where one or more arbitrary time-dependent
perturbations can be included and all non-linear response terms are auto-
matically treated. This approach is very well suited for parallel computer
architectures. The challenge in this method comes from the difficulties in
extracting the physical information from the resulting time resolved quan-
tities. The second approach is Sternheimer linear response, a formulation
of perturbation theory based on the solution of a set of linear equations,3
a simple task, in principle, for a computer. This methodology has been
successfully applied to the calculation of static properties like polarisabili-
ties or vibrational modes. In this work we extend its application to general
time-dependent response. As it is a reformulation of the perturbation theory
2For example, in the non-interacting case the number of sums over states to calculate a
non-linear response coefficient increases with the order of the coefficient. So the numerical
cost for the nth-order response is proportional to NgN
n
KS, with Ng the number of basis
sets coefficients and NKS the number of occupied and unoccupied wave-functions, usually
a large number for a properly converged calculation.
3In fact, from the numerical point of view, sum over states techniques are equivalent
to solving a linear problem by matrix diagonalization rather than inversion.
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picture, different response orders are treated explicitly giving more control
over the system, facilitating the extraction of physical relevant quantities, at
the cost of a more complicated formulation than time propagation.
The implementation of the new theoretical developments of this thesis
has been done within the Octopus code [13, 14]. Real-time propagation was
already included in this package and it has been successfully applied to the
calculation of several excited state properties of nano-structures and bio-
molecules [15, 16]. In the case of the Sternheimer formalism, the full im-
plementation of the formalism has been performed, addressing in detail the
efficiency of the implementation and the optimization and parallelization of
the code.
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we present the theo-
retical framework for this work. We start by showing the basic theory for
electrons and ions in which we base our work. Then we introduce the general
formalisms for response to an arbitrary perturbation. Two methods are dis-
cussed: real-time propagation and Sternheimer linear response. We conclude
by showing how these formalisms can be particularized for different response
properties that involve electric, magnetic and vibrational perturbations (and
some combinations of them). The next section, Chapter 3, is devoted to the
details of the numerical implementation of the theoretical developments pre-
sented in the previous chapter. First, we show how we deal efficiently with
the numerical representation of the wave-functions, potentials, densities, and
forces by real-space grid discretization and pseudo-potentials. Then we de-
scribe the algorithms and techniques required to solve the different equations
introduced in the theory chapter. Finally, we show the new parallelization
and optimization techniques that were implemented to make the code more
efficient and scalable to a massive number of processors. Chapter 4 con-
tains the application of the theory and the numerical methods to calculate
and study different properties of realistic physical systems. This chapter is
divided in three subsections. First we describe the implementation of our
new scheme for ab-initio molecular dynamics calculations. Then linear re-
sponse is used to calculate relevant effect is nano-science like van der Waals
forces, magnetic susceptibilities, and dichroic spectra. Finally, we calculate
non-linear optical response properties of small molecules. We present the
conclusions in Chapter 5 and briefly discuss extensions of the present work
to more complex systems as liquids, solids and large biomolecules.
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Chapter 2
Theory
This chapter is devoted to defining the theoretical framework used in this
work, a choice that determines the accuracy of our results, the range of
applicability, and numerical complexity. While the interactions of atomic
systems with light can be properly described within Quantum Electrody-
namics [17], the complexity of this theory makes it unusable for realistic
calculations of electronic systems. Therefore, we need to rely on several ap-
proximations. The first level of approximation is to describe the light as a
classical electromagnetic field which is a reasonable approximation for stan-
dard electromagnetic fields (it will fail in cases where single photon processes
play a fundamental role). For electrons and ions we assume then that they
are governed by the non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation1
Hˆψ({r}, {R}, t) = ι˙ d
dt
ψ({r}, {R}, t) , (2.1)
where ψ is the many-body wave-function, {r} and {R} are the sets of elec-
tronic and ionic coordinates, respectively, and t is the time coordinate. Hˆ is
the many-body Hamiltonian operator, usually divided into a kinetic part, Tˆ,
and a potential part, Vˆ.
Even at the level of non-relativistic quantum mechanics, the exact nu-
merical simulation of realistic systems is prohibitively expensive [18], so an
alternative approach is required. In this work we use density functional
theory (DFT) [3, 4, 18, 19], which is an exact reformulation of quantum me-
chanics in terms of the ground-state density, rather than the ground-state
1It is possible to include relativistic effects for the electrons such as spin-orbit interac-
tion corrections.
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wave-function.2 For practical calculations certain approximations need to be
made since the exact functional that yields the energy for a given density
is unknown. We introduce density functional theory, both the ground-state
and time-dependent versions, in section 2.1.
Also the quantum mechanical description of the nuclear ions would be
too expensive, so to include nuclear dynamics in our system we need to ap-
proximate the ions as classical point-like particles. This approximation gives
rise to the Ehrenfest molecular dynamics framework described in section 2.2.
2.1 Electrons: Density functional theory
In this section we give a brief account of density functional theory, both at
the ground-state level and the more general time-dependent case. We refer
the reader to the excellent books and reviews available to get a more detailed
introduction into this topic [1, 2, 12, 15,19–21].
2.1.1 Ground-state density functional theory
In 1965 Hohenberg and Kohn [3] proved that the ground state energy of
a quantum system of Ne identical particles is a unique functional of the
probability density, n, giving the formal basis of density functional the-
ory. Later, Kohn and Sham [4] showed that, under certain conditions of
v-representability, it is possible to construct that density by solving a non-
linear set of single-particle equations{
1
2
pˆ2 + vˆext + vˆeff [n]
}
|ϕm〉 = m|ϕm〉 , (2.2)
n(r) =
Ne∑
m=1
ϕ∗m(r)ϕm(r) , (2.3)
where pˆ is the single particle momentum operator, vˆext is the external po-
tential, and the Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals, |ϕm〉, and eigenvalues, m, are
2In this work, we use the term exact for results that reproduce the ones of non-
relativistic many-body quantum mechanics, which are, in practice, very accurate but not
exact (a scientific theory can never be an exact representation of nature).
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auxiliary quantities without any direct physical meaning3. The non-linearity
is introduced by the fact that the effective potential, veff , depends on n.
The advantage of Kohn Sham DFT for numerical calculation is that it re-
places a 3Ne-dimensional object, the many-body wave-function, with Ne + 1
3-dimensional objects, the density and the auxiliary orbitals, lowering the
complexity of the quantum problem from exponential to quadratic4. How-
ever, there is a high price to pay for this simplification. In standard quantum
mechanics the equation that the wave-function must satisfy is well known.
In DFT the single-particle potential that reproduces the same density as the
solution of the many-body Schro¨dinger equation is not known5 and must be
approximated.
In general, the effective single-particle potential is divided into two terms
veff [n](r) = vHartree[n](r) + vxc [n] (r) , (2.4)
The first term is called the Hartree term and accounts for the classical elec-
tric interaction between electrons (
∫
dr′ n(r′)/ |r − r′| in free space). The
second one, called the exchange and correlation potential, includes the quan-
tum mechanical effects of exchange and correlation as well as the correlation
contribution to the single particle kinetic energy.
The first approximation for vxc, known as the local density approximation
(LDA), was proposed in 1965 by Kohn and Sham [4]. Within this approxi-
mation one assumes that the exchange and correlation potential at a certain
point in space only depends on the value of the density at that point. The
functional form is taken from the exchange and correlation potential of a
homogeneous electron gas with that density (i.e. at each point in space we
locally substitute an inhomogeneous system with a homogeneous one with
the same density). More general approximations have been proposed which
include additional information in the effective potential. Including the lo-
cal gradients of the density leads to the generalized gradient approximation
3It has been proven that, in exact DFT, the eigenvalue of the uppermost occupied KS
orbital equals the exact ionization potential [22].
4However, due to orthogonalization, the standard solution methods for the KS equation
require a number of operations that scales cubically with the system size. But using locality
principles it is possible to reduce it, in some cases, to a linear scaling [23].
5In principle, the quality of a theory should be measured against experimental results,
but in this case we already have a precise theory to compare against. However, one
should have in mind that it is legitimate to validate the quality of an approximation by
its predictions of physical properties.
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(GGA) [24–26]), supplying that with the kinetic energy density yields the
meta-GGA [27]. The use of the Kohn-Sham orbitals in the approximation
results in the so-called orbital functionals which include the self interaction
correction [28] and exact exchange [29,30]. Going beyond local potentials by
including the Hartree-Fock exchange operator in the approximation leads to
hybrid functionals [31, 32].
2.1.2 Time-dependent density functional theory
In 1984 Runge and Gross [11] extended the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem to a
time-dependent density n(r, t) and showed that a time-dependent quantum
system can be mapped to a single-particle system that produces the same
density over a given period of time. The single-particle equations for this
system read as
ι˙
d
dt
|ϕm(t)〉 =
{
1
2
pˆ2 + vˆext(t) + vˆHartree[n] + vˆxc[n]
}
|ϕm(t)〉 , (2.5)
n(r, t) =
Ne∑
m=1
ϕ∗m(r, t)ϕm(r, t) , (2.6)
and are usually called the time-dependent Kohn-Sham (TDKS) equations.
Again, the exact vˆxc is not known and is even more complicated than in
ground-state DFT: it is a functional that depends on the density at all previ-
ous times (memory effect) and on the initial conditions (the many-body state
at t = 0). The usual approximations are based on neglecting the memory
effect by assuming that the exchange-correlation potential at a certain time
only depends on the density at that time. The value is then given by one
of the approximations used in DFT, yielding the adiabatic LDA (ALDA) or
adiabatic GGA approximations. Similarly, one can extend orbital functionals
to TDDFT.
2.1.3 Approximations for exchange and correlation
The use of adiabatic functionals in TDDFT is a well studied approxima-
tion, which is quite reliable in the prediction of many properties of finite
and extended systems [33]. However, it has major deficiencies [34]. One im-
portant defect, that we will observe in some of the results presented in this
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work, is in the wrong asymptotic part of the LDA exchange-correlation po-
tential, which, neutral systems, decays exponentially instead of falling as
−1/r. This usually leads to an underestimation of HOMO-LUMO gaps
which implies that systems are too polarisable, in contrast to Hartree-Fock
where the gap is larger and the magnitudes of the polarisabilities are un-
derestimated. The situation is particularly problematic in the case of long
molecular chains [35–39], where standard exchange-correlation functionals
can greatly overestimate polarisabilities when compared to many-body ap-
proaches. Note, however, that this is not a deficiency of DFT but of the LDA
approximation (and of many exchange-correlation functionals). Such prob-
lems can, in principle, be treated in DFT [40–42] by using more sophisticated
orbital functionals like the self-interaction corrected LDA [28] or exact ex-
change [43]. However in present orbital functionals there is still a significant
correlation contribution that is not taken into account and is responsible for
the discrepancies with experimental results. Other problems of the adiabatic
approximations in TDDFT include, for example, the description of double
excitations [44,45], charge transfer excitations [46] or the optical response of
bulk insulators [47–49].
2.2 Nuclei: Molecular dynamics6
For many properties it is assumed that the dynamics of the nuclei that com-
pose the system are not relevant. Simulations in this context are performed
in a clamped ion approximation, where the ions are fixed and the electrons
move in the fixed classical potential generated by them. This approximation
is justified by the large nuclear mass, compared with the electronic one, and
that theoretical predictions are done at zero temperature (neglecting the zero
point motion). However, the nuclear motion, including zero-point vibrations,
is essential for many properties, such as infrared and Raman spectroscopy
for example.
The inclusion of the movement of the atoms is, in principle, a complicated
task, and a description of electrons and nuclei in terms of a many-body
wave-function is numerically impractical. Usually, two approximation steps,
justified by the large ratio between the ionic mass and the electronic one, are
6This section is adapted from the article X. Andrade et al, A modified Ehrenfest for-
malism for efficient large scale ab-initio molecular dynamics, Journal of Chemical Theory
and Computation 5, 728–742 (2009).
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done to reduce the complexity of the problem (besides the ones made for the
electronic part)
• Separate the wave-function in two parts, one that depends on the nu-
clear coordinates and one on the electronic ones.
• Assume that the atoms are classical point-like particles described by
their positions and velocities.
This approximation reduces the computational cost considerably at the price
of introducing some errors related to the flow of energy between the classical
ions and the quantum electrons.
The idea of treating atoms as classical particles lead to the concept of
molecular dynamics (MD) [50]. In order to follow the dynamics of a system
of atoms or molecules in time, “one could at any instant calculate the force
on each particle by considering the influence of each of its neighbours. The
trajectories could then be traced by allowing the particles to move under
a constant force for a short-time interval and then by recalculating a new
force to apply for the next short-time interval, and so on.” This description
was given in 1959 by Alder and Wainwright [51] in one of the first reports
of a computer-aided MD calculation. We can still use this description to
broadly define the scope of MD, although many variants and ground-breaking
developments have appeared over the past fifty years. They mainly address
two key issues: the limitations in the number of particles and the time ranges
that can be addressed, and the accuracy of the interaction potential.
The former issue was already properly stated by Alder and Wainwright:
“The essential limitations of the method are due to the relatively small num-
ber of particles that can be handled. The size of the system of molecules is
limited by the memory capacity of the computing machines.” This statement
is not obsolete, although the expression “small number of particles” has to-
day, of course, a very different meaning – linked as it is to the exponentially
growing capacities of computers.
The latter issue – the manner in which the atomic interaction poten-
tial is described – has also developed significantly over the years. Alder and
Wainwright used solid impenetrable spheres in the place of atoms; nowadays,
in the realm of the so-called “classical” MD one makes use of force fields :
simple mathematical formulae are used to describe atomic interactions; the
expressions are parameterized by fitting either to reference first-principles
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calculations or experimental data. These models have become extremely so-
phisticated and successful, although they are ultimately bound by a number
of limitations. For example, it is difficult to tackle electronic polarisation ef-
fects and one needs to make use of polarisable models, whose transferability is
very questionable, but they are widely used with success in many situations.
Likewise, the force-field models are constructed assuming a predetermined
bond arrangement, disabling the option of chemical reactions – some tech-
niques exist that attempt to overcome this restriction [52], but they are also
difficult to transfer and must be carefully adapted to each particular system.
The road towards precise, non-empirical inter-atomic potentials reached
its destination when the possibility of performing ab initio molecular dy-
namics (AIMD) was realized [53, 54]. In this approach, the potential is not
modelled a priori via some parameterized expression, but rather generated
“on the fly” by performing accurate first-principles electronic structure cal-
culations. The accuracy of the calculation is, therefore, limited by the level
of theory used to obtain the electronic structure – although one must not for-
get that underlying all MD simulations is the electronic-nuclear separation
ansatz, and the classical limit for the nuclei.
The use of very accurate first-principles methods for the electrons implies
very large computational times, and, therefore, it is not surprising that AIMD
was not really born until DFT became mature – since it provides the neces-
sary balance between accuracy and computational feasibility [3,4,18,19]. In
fact, the term AIMD, in most occasions, refers exclusively to the technique
proposed by Car and Parrinello in 1985 [55], which is based on DFT, but
which also introduces an ingenious acceleration scheme based on a fake elec-
tron dynamics. However, the term AIMD encompasses more possibilities –
and, in fact, in the present section we discuss one of them.
As a matter of fact, the most obvious way to perform AIMD would be
to compute the forces on the nuclei by performing electronic structure cal-
culations on the ground-state Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface.
We call this procedure ground-state Born Oppenheimer MD (gsBOMD). It
implies a demanding electronic minimization at each time step. The Car-
Parrinello (CP) technique is a scheme that allows to propagate the KS or-
bitals with a fictitious dynamics that nevertheless mimics gsBOMD – bypass-
ing the need for the expensive minimization. This idea has had an enormous
impact, allowing for successful applications in a surprisingly wide range of ar-
eas (see the special issue in Ref. [56] and references therein). Still, it implies
a substantial cost, and many interesting potential applications have been
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frustrated due to the impossibility of attaining the necessary system size or
simulation time length. There have been several efforts to refine or redefine
the CP scheme in order to enhance its power: linear scaling methods [57]
attempt to speed-up any electronic structure calculation; the use of a local-
ized orbital representation (instead of the much more common plane-waves
utilized by CP practitioners) has also been proposed; recently, Ku¨hne and
coworkers [58] have proposed an approach which is based on CP, but allows
for sizable gains in efficiency. In any case, the cost associated with the orbital
orthonormalization which is required in any CP-like procedure is a potential
bottleneck that hinders its application to very large-scale simulations.
Another possible AIMD strategy that fits naturally into the TDDFT
framework, is Ehrenfest MD, which we present in detail in the following
section. Here, one still uses the electron-nuclei separation ansatz and the
Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin [59–61] (WKB) classical limit. However, the elec-
tronic subsystem is not assumed to evolve adiabatically on one of the po-
tential energy surfaces (PES). This permits the electrons to move between
different PES, and to evolve into linear combinations of adiabatic states. As
a drawback, the time-step required for a simulation in this scheme is de-
termined by the maximum electronic frequency, and is about three orders
of magnitude smaller than the time step required to follow the nuclei in a
gsBOMD.
If one wants to do Ehrenfest-MD, the traditional ground-state DFT is
not enough, and one must rely on TDDFT or any other quantum mechan-
ical scheme to describe excited states of many-electron systems. Coupling
TDDFT to Ehrenfest MD provides an orthogonalization-free alternative to
CP AIMD – plus it allows for excited-states AIMD. If the system is such that
the gap between the ground state and the excited states is large, Ehrenfest-
MD tends to gsAIMD. The advantage provided by the lack of need of or-
thogonalization is unfortunately diminished by the smallness of the required
time-step.
We start the next section with a revision of the mathematical route that
leads from the full many-particle electronic and nuclear Schro¨dinger equation
to the Ehrenfest MD model. Next, we clear up some confusions sometimes
found in the literature related to the application of the Hellmann-Feynman
theorem, and we discuss the integration of Ehrenfest dynamics in the TDDFT
framework. Then we introduce a simple modification of Ehrenfest dynamics
that, when applied to adiabatic molecular dynamics, allows to increase the
time step, making the method a competitive alternative for AIMD.
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2.2.1 Ehrenfest dynamics
The starting point is the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation, Eq. (2.1),
for a molecular system described by the wave-function ψ
(
rK ,RI , t
)
. The
complete molecular Hamiltonian operator for electrons and ions is defined as
Hˆ = −
∑
I
1
2MI
∇2I−
∑
K
1
2
∇2K+
∑
K<M
1
|rK − rM |−
∑
I,K
ZI
|RI − rK |+
∑
I<J
ZIZJ
|RI −RJ | ,
(2.7)
where MI and ZI are the mass and the charge of the I-th nucleus, respec-
tively. We define the nuclei-electrons potential
vˆn−e(rK ,RI) = −
∑
I,j
ZI
|RI − rK | , (2.8)
and the electronic Hamiltonian
Hˆe(rj,RI) = −
∑
j
1
2
∇2j + vˆn−e(r,R) +
∑
j<k
1
|rj − rM | . (2.9)
The initial conditions of Eq. (2.1) are given by
ψ0 = ψ(rK ,RI , 0) , (2.10)
and we assume that ψ(rK ,RI , t) vanishes for rK , RI →∞ for all times.
In order to derive the quantum-classical molecular dynamics known as
Ehrenfest molecular dynamics from the above setup, one starts with a sep-
aration ansatz for the wave-function ψ(rK ,RI , t) between the electrons and
the nuclei [62, 63], leading to a set of time-dependent self-consistent-field
equations [53, 64]. The next step is to approximate the nuclei as classical
point particles via short wave asymptotics, through the WKB approxima-
tion [53, 59–61, 64, 65]. The resulting Ehrenfest MD scheme is contained in
the following system of coupled differential equations [64,65]
ι˙ψ˙(rK , t) = Hˆe(rK ,RI)ψ(rK , t) , (2.11a)
MJR¨J(t) = −
∫
dr ψ∗(rK , t)
[
∇JHˆe
(
rK ,RI(t)
)]
ψ(rK , t) , (2.11b)
where ψ(rK , t) is the wave-function of the electrons.
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The initial conditions in Ehrenfest MD are given by
ψ0 = ψ(rK , 0) , (2.12a)
R0I = RI(0) , R˙
0
I = R˙I(0) , (2.12b)
and we assume that ψ(rK , t)→ 0 with rK →∞ for all times. Since {RI , ψ}
is a set of independent variables, we can rewrite Eq. (2.11b) as
MJR¨J(t) = −∇J
∫
dr ψ∗(rK , t)Hˆe
(
rK ,RI(t)
)
ψ(rK , t) (2.13)
which is similar in form but unrelated to the Hellmann-Feynman theorem7.
As pointed out by Tully [70], it is likely that the confusion about whether
Eq. (2.13) should be used to define the Ehrenfest MD, or the gradient must be
applied to the electronic Hamiltonian inside the integral, as in Eq. (2.11b),
has arisen from applications in which ψ(rK , t) is expressed as a finite ex-
pansion in the set of adiabatic basis functions, ηm(rK ,RI), defined as the
eigenfunctions8 of Hˆe(rK ,RI):
Hˆe(rK ,RI)ηm(rK ,RI) = Em(RI)ηm(rK ,RI) . (2.14)
As a result of the expansion, ψ(rK , t) seems to depend onR in which case
Eqs. (2.11b) and (2.13) are no longer equivalent. As we have emphasized,
there exists no explicit dependence of ψ on the nuclear positions RI , and a
precise notation is necessary to avoid any confusion.
Although the approach underlying Ehrenfest MD is clearly a mean-field
theory, transitions between electronic adiabatic states are included in the
scheme. This can be made evident by performing the following change of
coordinates from {ψ,RI} to {c,R′I}
ψ(rK , t) =
∞∑
m=1
cm(t)ηm
(
rK ,R
′
I(t)
)
, (2.15a)
RI(t) = R
′
I(t) , (2.15b)
7Perhaps the first detailed derivation of the so-called Hellmann-Feynman theorem was
given by Gu¨ttinger [66]. The theorem had nevertheless been used before that date [67].
The derivations of Hellmann [68] and Feynman [69], who named the theorem, came a few
years afterwards.
8In general, {ηm(rK ,RI)} contains a discrete and a continuous part. However, in this
manuscript, we only consider the discrete part in order to simplify the mathematics.
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where ηm(rK ,R) are known functions given by (2.14) and, even if the trans-
formation betweenRI andR
′
I is trivial, we have used the prime to emphasize
that there are two distinct sets of independent variables. This is very impor-
tant if one needs to take partial derivatives, since a partial derivative with
respect to a given variable is only well defined when the independent set to
which that variable belongs is specified9.
If we perform the change of variables described in Eq. (2.15) to the Ehren-
fest MD, Eq. (2.11), and we use that
∇JHˆe(rK ,RI) =∇′JHˆe(rK ,R′I) , (2.16)
we see that we have to calculate terms of the form∫
dr η∗m
(
rK ,R
′
I(t)
)∇′JHˆe(rK ,R′I(t))ηn(rK ,R′I(t)) , (2.17)
which can be easily extracted from the relation
∇′J
∫
dr η∗m
(
rK ,R
′
I(t)
)
Hˆe
(
rK ,R
′
I(t)
)
ηn
(
rK ,R
′
I(t)
)
=∇′JEm
(
R′I(t)
)
δmn .
(2.18)
In this way, we obtain the following Ehrenfest MD equation for the nuclei
MJR¨
′
J(t) = −
∑
m
|cm(t)|2∇′JEm
(
R′I(t)
)
−
∑
m,n
c∗m(t)cn(t)
[
Em
(
R′I(t)
)− En(R′I(t))]dmnJ (R′I(t)) , (2.19)
where the non-adiabatic couplings are defined as
dmnJ
(
R′I(t)
)
=
∫
dr η∗m
(
rK ,R
′
I(t)
)∇′Jηn(rK ,R′I(t)) . (2.20)
To obtain the electronic Ehrenfest MD equation for cm(t), we perform the
change of variables in Eq. (2.11a), multiply the resulting expression by
η∗n
(
rK ,R
′
I(t)
)
, and integrate over the electronic coordinates rK . Proceed-
ing in this way, we arrive at
ι˙~ c˙m(t) = Em
(
R′I(t)
)
cm(t)− ι˙~
∑
n
cn(t)
[∑
J
R˙′J(t) · dmnJ
(
R′I(t)
)]
. (2.21)
9In the development of the classical formalism of thermodynamics this point is crucial.
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In the nuclear equation (2.19), we can see that the term depending on
the moduli |cm(t)|2 directly couples the population of the adiabatic states
to the nuclear trajectories, whereas interferences between these states are
included via the c∗m(t)cn6=m(t) contributions. Analogously, in the electronic
equations above, the first term represents the typical evolution of the coef-
ficient of an eigenstate of a Hamiltonian. Differently from the full quantum
case, however, in Ehrenfest MD, the second term couples the evolution of
all states with each other through the velocity of the classical nuclei and the
non-adiabatic couplings. Moreover, Ehrenfest MD is fully (quantum) coher-
ent, since the complex coefficients cm(t), are the ones corresponding to the
quantum superposition in the electronic wave function. A proper theory that
treats the electronic process of coherence and decoherence realistically is of
fundamental importance to properly interpret transition rates and to have
control over processes happening at the attosecond/femtosecond time scales.
At finite temperature, it is known that Ehrenfest MD cannot account for
the Boltzmann equilibrium population of the quantum subsystem [71–73].
The underlying reason of this failure is the mean-field approximation in
Eq. (2.11b) which neglects the nuclear response to the microscopic fluctu-
ations in the electronic charge density.
2.2.2 Ehrenfest-TDDFT
TDDFT offers a natural framework to implement Ehrenfest MD. In fact,
starting with an extension [74] of the Runge-Gross theorem [11] to arbitrary
multicomponent systems, one can develop a TDDFT [15] for the combined
system of electrons and nuclei. Then, after imposing a classical treatment of
the nuclear motion, one arrives at an Ehrenfest-TDDFT dynamics. Formally,
this scheme can also be generated from the following Lagrangian [15, 75, 76]
for time-dependent KS wave-functions, ϕ, and the ionic positions, R,
L
[
ϕ, ϕ˙,R, R˙
]
=
∑
I
MI
2
R˙I · R˙I − EKS
[
ϕ,R
]
+
ι˙
2
∑
m
∫
dr [ϕ∗m(r, t)ϕ˙m(r, t)− ϕ˙∗m(r, t)ϕm(r, t)] . (2.22)
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2.2.3 Modified Ehrenfest-TDDFT formalism10
In some situations the contribution of the electronic excited states to the
nuclear dynamics is negligible, i.e., situations in which one is interested in
performing ground-state Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics [53]. By
modifying the electronic equations of motion of Ehrenfest dynamics, we can
obtain a molecular dynamics formalism that allows for a much larger time
step, significantly reducing the computational cost.
Lagrangian and equations of motion
The new scheme can be obtained from the following Lagrangian
L[ϕ, ϕ˙, R, R˙] =
∑
I
MI
2
R˙I · R˙I − EKS[ϕ,R]
+ µ
ι˙
2
∑
m
∫
d r [ϕ∗m(r, t)ϕ˙m(r, t)− ϕ˙∗m(r, t)ϕm(r, t)] . (2.23)
Note that the only modification with respect to the Ehrenfest-TDDFT La-
grangian in Eq. (2.22) is the presence of a parameter µ that introduces a
re-scaling of the electronic velocities (Ehrenfest-TDDFT is recovered when
µ = 1). The equations of motion of the new Lagrangian, Eq. (2.23), are
ι˙ µϕ˙m(r, t) =
δEKS[ϕ,R]
δϕ∗m
= −1
2
∇2ϕm(r, t) + vKS[ϕ,R](r, t)ϕm(r, t) ,
(2.24a)
MIR¨I = −∇IEKS[ϕ,R] , (2.24b)
where vKS is the time-dependent KS effective potential.
We compare with the gsBOMD Lagrangian
LBO[ϕ,R, R˙] =
∑
I
MI
2
R˙I · R˙I − EKS[ϕ,R]
+
∑
mn
ΛBOmn
(∫
drϕ∗m(r, t)ϕn(r, t)− δmn
)
, (2.25)
10This corresponds to the work presented in the article J. L. Alonso, X. Andrade, et
al, Efficient Formalism for Large-Scale Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics based on Time-
Dependent Density Functional Theory, Physical Review Letters 101, 96403 (2008).
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where ΛBO = (ΛBOmn) is a Hermitian matrix of time-dependent Lagrange multi-
pliers that ensure that the orbitals ϕ form an orthonormal set at each instant
of time. The corresponding equations of motion are
−1
2
∇2ϕm(r, t) + vKS[ϕ,R]ϕm(r, t) =
∑
n
ΛBOmnϕn(r, t) , (2.26a)∫
drϕ∗m(r, t)ϕn(r, t) = δmn , (2.26b)
MIR¨I = −∇IEKS[ϕ,R] . (2.26c)
The Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding to ΛBOmn , Eq. (2.26b), are exactly
the orhonormality constraints, and, together with Eq. (2.26a), constitute the
time-independent KS equations. Therefore, assuming no meta-stability issues
in the optimization problem, the orbitals ϕ are completely determined11 by
the nuclear coordinates R, being in fact the BO ground state, ϕ = ϕgs(R).
This allows us to write the equations of motion for gsBOMD in a much more
compact and familiar form
MIR¨I = −∇IEKS
[
ϕgs(R), R
]
. (2.27)
We can also compare the dynamics introduced in Eqs. (2.24) with the CP
scheme, whose Lagrangian reads
LCP[ϕ, ϕ˙, R, R˙] =
∑
I
MI
2
R˙I · R˙I − EKS[ϕ,R]
+
1
2
µCP
∑
m
∫
dr|ϕ˙m(r, t)|2
+
∑
mn
ΛCPmn
(∫
drϕ∗m(r, t)ϕn(r, t)− δmn
)
, (2.28)
11This fact is not in contradiction with the above discussion about independent coordi-
nates. The difference between Ehrenfest MD and gsBOMD is that in the Lagrangian for
the latter, the orbital ‘velocities’ ϕ˙ do not appear, thus generating Eqs. (2.26a) and (2.26b),
which can be regarded as constraints between ϕ and RI .
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and the corresponding equations of motion are
µCPϕ¨m(r, t) = −1
2
∇2ϕm(r, t) + vKS[ϕ,R] +
∑
n
ΛCPmnϕn(r, t) ,
(2.29a)∫
drϕ∗m(r, t)ϕn(r, t) = δmn , (2.29b)
MIR¨I = −∇IEKS[ϕ,R] , (2.29c)
where ΛCP = (ΛCPmn) is again a Hermitian matrix of time-dependent Lagrange
multipliers that ensure the orthonormality of the orbitals ϕ, and µCP is a
fictitious electron ‘mass’ which plays a similar role to the parameter µ in our
new dynamics.
Before discussing, in detail, the main concepts of the present dynamics it
is worth to state its main advantages and deficiencies. When applied to per-
form gsBOMD the method can be considerably faster than Ehrenfest MD,
it preserves exactly both the total energy and the wave-function orthogonal-
ity, and allows for a very efficient parallelization scheme that requires low
communication. However, the speed-up comes at a cost, as it increases the
non-adiabatic effects.
Symmetries and conserved quantities
In the following we discuss the conserved quantities associated to the global
symmetries of the Lagrangian in Eq. (2.23) and compare them with those of
gsBOMD and CPMD. We also investigate a gauge symmetry that is the key
to understand the behavior of Eq. (2.23) in the limit µ→ 0 and its relation
with gsBOMD.
The first symmetry we want to discuss is the time translation invariance
of (2.23). This is easily recognized as L does not depend explicitly on time.
Associated to this invariance there is a conserved ‘energy’. Namely, using
the Noether theorem [77,78], we find that
E =
∑
m
∫
dr
[
δL
δϕ˙m(r, t)
ϕ˙m(r, t) +
δL
δϕ˙∗m(r, t)
ϕ˙∗m(r, t)
]
+
∑
I,p
∂L
∂R˙pI
R˙pI − L
=
∑
I
1
2
MIR˙
2
I + EKS[ϕ,R] (2.30)
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is constant under the dynamics given by Eq. (2.24). Notice that E does not
depend on the unphysical parameter µ and actually coincides with the exact
energy that is conserved in gsBOMD. The situation is different in CPMD.
There, we also have time translation invariance but the constant of motion
reads
ECP =
∫
dr
∑
m
1
2
µCP ϕ˙
∗
m(r, t)ϕ˙m(r, t) + E , (2.31)
which depends directly on the unphysical ‘mass’ of the electrons, µCP, and
its conservation implies that the physical energy E varies in time. Still, this
drawback has a minor effect, since it has been shown that the CP physical
energy follows closely the exact gsBOMD energy curve [53].
The second global symmetry we want to consider is the change of or-
thonormal basis of the space spanned by {ϕm}nm=1. Namely, given a Hermi-
tian matrix Smn, we define the following transformation
ϕ′m =
∑
n
(
e−ι˙S
)
mn
ϕn . (2.32)
The Lagrangian in (2.23) depends on ϕ only through ρ =
∑
m |ϕm|2 and∑
m ϕ
∗
mϕ˙m. Provided the matrix S is Hermitian and constant in time, both
expressions are left unchanged by the transformation. Hence, we can invoke
again the Noether theorem to obtain a new conserved quantity that reads
− ι˙
∑
m,n
∫
dr
[
δL
δϕ˙m(r, t)
Smnϕn(r, t)− δL
δϕ˙∗m(r, t)
Smnϕ
∗
n(r, t)
]
=
µ
∑
m,n
∫
drϕ∗m(r, t)Smnϕn(r, t) . (2.33)
Observe that we have a constant of motion for any Hermitian matrix S. This
permits us to combine different choices of S such that∫
drϕ∗m(r, t)ϕn(r, t) = const. (2.34)
In other words, if we start with an orthonormal set of wave functions ϕ and
the system evolves according to (2.24), the family of wave functions maintains
its orthonormal character in time.
We would like to mention here that the above property is sometimes
substantiated erroneously on a supposed unitarity of the evolution opera-
tor. Simply noticing that the evolution of ϕ is not linear as both (2.24a)
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and (2.24b) are non-linear equations, and that unitary evolution requires
linearity, one can discard the unitarity argument from the start.
There is, however, a delicate point here that is worth discussing. The issue
is that the µ → 0 limit of our dynamics should correspond to gsBOMD in
Eq. (2.26) (which includes Lagrange multipliers to keep orthonormalization),
but the Lagrangian in (2.23) does not contain any multipliers and in fact they
are unnecessary, as our evolution preserves the orthonormalization. This
may rise some doubts on the equivalence between gsBOMD and the limit of
vanishing µ of our dynamics. To settle the issue, we introduce the additional
dynamical fields Λ = (Λmn), corresponding to Lagrange multipliers, into our
Lagrangian in Eq. (2.23), i.e.,
L˜[ϕ, ϕ˙, R, R˙,Λ] = L[ϕ, ϕ˙, R, R˙] +
∑
mn
Λmn
(∫
drϕ∗m(r, t)ϕn(r, t)− δmn
)
.
(2.35)
This modification has an important consequence: the global symmetry in (2.32)
becomes a gauge symmetry with time-dependent matrix elements. Actually,
one can easily verify that L˜ is invariant under
ϕ′ = e−ι˙Sϕ , (2.36a)
Λ′ = e−ι˙SΛeι˙S − ι˙µe−ι˙S d
dt
eι˙S . (2.36b)
This implies that, for µ 6= 0, the fields Λmn can be transformed to any
desired value by suitably choosing the gauge parameters Smn(t). Their value
is therefore irrelevant and one could equally well take Λ = 0, as in (2.23),
or Λ = ΛBO (the value it has in gsBOMD) without affecting any physical
observable. This solves the puzzle and shows that the µ → 0 limit of the
dynamics of Eq. (2.24) is in fact the exact gsBOMD.
Physical interpretation of the new dynamics
If we take equation (2.24a) and write the left-hand side as
µ
dϕ
dt
=
dϕ
dte
, (2.37)
the resulting equation can be seen as the standard Ehrenfest method in terms
of a fictitious time te. Two important properties can be obtained from this
transformation.
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On the one hand, it is easy to see that the effect of µ is to scale the
TDDFT (µ = 1) excitation energies by a 1/µ factor. So for µ > 1 the gap of
the artificial system is decreased with respect to the real one, while for small
values of µ, the excited states are pushed up in energy forcing the system to
stay in the adiabatic regime. This gives a physical explanation to the µ→ 0
limit shown before.
On the other hand, given the time step for standard Ehrenfest dynamics,
∆t (µ = 1), from (2.37) we obtain for the time step as a function of µ
∆t (µ) = µ∆t (µ = 1) . (2.38)
Therefore, for µ > 1 the propagation will be µ times faster than the normal
Ehrenfest propagation.
By taking into account these two results we can see that there is a trade-off
in the value of µ: low values give physical accuracy while large values produce
a faster propagation. The optimum value, µmax, is the maximum value of
µ that still keeps the system near the adiabatic regime. It is reasonable
to expect that this value will be given by the ratio between the electronic
gap and the highest vibrational frequency in the system. For many systems,
like some molecules or insulators, this ratio is large and we can expect large
improvements with respect to standard Ehrenfest MD. For other systems,
like metals, this ratio is small or zero and our method will not work well.
We note that a similar problem appears in the application of CP to these
systems.
2.2.4 Calculations of forces
The calculation of forces in both the Born-Oppenheimer (ground state) and
the Ehrenfest-TDDFT schemes requires the evaluation of the derivative of
the energy with respect to the ionic position RI
12
FI = − ∂E
∂RI
= − ∂
∂RI
[∑
m
∫
dr ϕ∗m(r)vn−e(r −RI)φm(r)
]
. (2.39)
12For simplicity we have considered local ionic potentials but our results are valid for
non-local pseudo-potentials as well.
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This expression can be directly evaluated as the expectation value of the
derivative of the ionic potential
FI = −
∑
m
∫
drφ∗m(r)
∂vn−e(r −RI)
∂RI
φm(r) . (2.40)
We can rewrite the forces such that the formula does not include the deriva-
tive of the potential but the gradient of the orbitals as13:
FI = −
∑
m
∫
dr
[
∂φ∗m(r)
∂r
vn−e(r −RI)φm(r) + c.c.
]
. (2.41)
As we show in section 3.2.2, this last form has advantages for the numerical
implementation and for the precision of the result.
2.3 Real-time formulation
Many excited states properties can be obtained by directly solving the TDDFT
equation (2.5) given an initial condition and a time-dependent external po-
tential. The initial condition is usually taken to be the ground-state density
(and its associated KS orbitals) but other initial conditions could be used,14
including the density and orbitals associated to an excited state (the prob-
lem is that we do not known how to build them for the general case). The
perturbation can be any time-dependent electric field, magnetic field or any
other time-dependent term in the Hamiltonian. We can also include ionic
motion in the Ehrenfest scheme previously introduced. In this case the ionic
motion can also be treated as a perturbation and can induce excitations in
the electronic part.
From the propagation, observables can be obtained as time-resolved quan-
tities. Normally, we are interested in the dipole moment which gives informa-
13This formula can be obtained by changing the integration variable in Eq. (2.39) to
r′ = r −RI , taking the derivative with respect to RI , and then changing back to r as
integration variable. Physically, this is equivalent to keeping the atom fixed while moving
the rest of the system.
14If we do not start from the ground state, the exact time-dependent exchange and
correlation potential depends on the initial conditions [79–82]. So we are making additional
approximations if we do not consider this dependency.
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tion on the induced electric field, but other observables can be calculated.15
When performing a combined TDDFT and Ehrenfest dynamics calculation,
we can also obtain information from the ionic movements (for example, the
vibrational modes of a molecule).
Non-linear response is natural in the context of time-propagation, since
the perturbative field is always finite and all response orders are automat-
ically included. However, the extraction of non-linear response coefficients
can be problematic.
2.4 Sternheimer perturbation theory
In textbooks, perturbation theory is formulated in terms of sum over states
and response functions. These are useful theoretical constructions that per-
mit a good description and understanding of the underlying physics. How-
ever, this is not a good description for numerical applications, since it involves
the calculation of a large number of eigenvectors, infinite sums and the rep-
resentation of functions that depend on more than one spatial variable.
A very interesting approach, that essentially solves the problems men-
tioned above, is the reformulation of standard perturbation theory in terms
of differential equations for the variation of the wave-functions (to a given
order), this is what is named in the literature as Sternheimer equation [84].
Although a perturbative technique, it avoids the use of empty states, and
has a quite good scaling with the number of atoms. This method has al-
ready been used for the calculation of many response properties [85] like
atomic vibrations (phonons), electron-phonon coupling, magnetic response,
etc. In the domain of optical response, this method has been mainly used for
static response, although a few first-principles calculations for low frequency
(far from resonance) (hyper)polarisabilities have appeared [86–89]. Recently,
an efficient reformulation of the Sternheimer equation in a super operator
formalism was presented [90]. When combined with a Lanczos solver, it al-
lows to calculate very efficiently the first order polarisability for the whole
frequency spectrum. However, the generalization of this method to higher
orders is not straightforward.
Here, we present a modified version of the Sternheimer equation that
15The problem is that, while in TDDFT all observables are functionals of the time-
dependent density, in many cases we do not know how to calculate them. This is the case,
for example, for ionization [83] probabilities.
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is able to cope with both static and dynamic response in and out of reso-
nance [91]. The method is suited for linear and non-linear response; higher
order Sternheimer equations can be obtained for higher order variations. For
second-order response, however, we can apply the 2n + 1 theorem to get the
coefficients directly from first-order response variations. This theorem states
that the nth-order variations of the wave functions (and the lower-order ones)
are enough to obtain the 2n+ 1 derivative of the energy [85,92].16 The the-
orem also holds for the dynamic case [93].
To derive the Sternheimer formalism we start by considering a monochro-
matic perturbative field λδv(r) cos (ωt). If we assume that the magnitude,
λ, is small, we can use perturbation theory to expand the Kohn-Sham wave-
functions in powers of λ. To first-order the KS orbitals read
ϕ¯m(r, t) = e
−ι˙(m+λδm)t
[
ϕm(r) +
λ
2
eι˙ωtδϕm(r, ω) +
λ
2
e−ι˙ωtδϕm(r,−ω)
]
,
(2.42)
where ϕm(r) are the wave-functions of the static Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian Hˆ
obtained by taking λ = 0
Hˆϕm(r) = mϕm(r) , (2.43)
and δϕm(r, ω) are the first order variations of the time-dependent Kohn-
Sham wave-functions.
From Eq. (2.42) and the definition of the time-dependent density, Eq. (2.6),
we can obtain the time-dependent density
n¯ (r, t) = n (r) +
λ
2
eι˙ωtδn(r, ω) +
λ
2
e−ι˙ωtδn(r,−ω) , (2.44)
with the definition of the first-order variation of the density
δn(r, ω) =
occ.∑
m
{
[ϕm (r)]
∗ δϕm(r, ω) + [δϕm(r,−ω)]∗ ϕm (r)
}
. (2.45)
By replacing the expansion of the wave-functions (2.42) in the time-
dependent Kohn-Sham equation (2.5), and picking up the first-order terms in
λ, we arrive at a Sternheimer equation for the variations of the wave-functions
16We must keep in mind that the nth derivative of the energy accounts for (n − 1)th
order response, as one order accounts for the outgoing field. For example, the static
polarisability is proportional to the second-order derivative of the energy and corresponds
to the linear (order 1) response term.
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{
Hˆ− m ± ω + ι˙η
}
δϕm(r,±ω) = − Pc δHˆ(±ω)ϕm(r) , (2.46)
with the first order variation of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian
δHˆ(ω) = δvˆ(r) +
∫
dr′
δn(r′, ω)
|r − r′| +
∫
dr′ fxc(r, r′, ω) δn(r′, ω) . (2.47)
Pc is the projector onto the unoccupied subspace and η a positive infinitesi-
mal, essential to obtain the correct position of the poles of the causal response
function, and, consequently obtain the imaginary part of the polarizability.17
The projector Pc effectively removes the components of δϕm(r,±ω) in the
subspace of the occupied ground-state wave-functions. In linear response,
these components do not contribute to the variation of the density18, and
therefore we can safely ignore the projector for first-order response calcula-
tion. This is important for large systems as the cost of the calculation of the
projections scales quadratically with the number of orbitals.
The first term of δHˆ(ω) comes from the external perturbative field, while
the next two represent the variation of the Hartree and exchange-correlation
potentials. The exchange-correlation kernel is a functional of the ground-
state density n, and is given, in time-domain, by the functional derivative
fxc[n](r, r
′, t− t′) = δvxc[n](r, t)
δn(r′, t)
. (2.48)
Equations (2.45) and (2.46) form a set of self-consistent equations for linear
response that only depend on the occupied ground-state orbitals.
2.4.1 Sternheimer for non-linear response
Here, we present the derivation of a second-order response scheme in the
Sternheimer formalism for the many-body Schro¨dinger equation. As ex-
plained later in this section, this derivation is not necessary in some cases, as
17Furthermore, using a small but finite η allows us to solve numerically the Sternheimer
equation close to resonances, as it removes the divergences of this equation.
18This is straightforward to prove by expanding the variation of the wave-functions in
terms of the ground-state wave-functions, using standard perturbation theory, and then
replacing the resulting expression in the variation of the density, Eq. (2.45).
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the 2n+1 theorem can be used. But it is useful to illustrate how second-(and
higher) order response appears as a mixing of the perturbative fields.
We assume that the perturbation is a combination of two monochromatic
potentials, vˆ1 and vˆ2, oscillating at frequencies ω1 and ω2, respectively (this is
general for any type of perturbation, not only electric fields). The perturbed
Hamiltonian is
ˆ¯H = Hˆ + vˆ1 cos(ω1t) + vˆ2 cos(ω2t)
= Hˆ +
vˆ1
2
∑
σ=±
eι˙σω1t +
vˆ2
2
∑
σ=±
eι˙σω2t . (2.49)
Neglecting higher order terms, the wave-function will have the form19
|ψ¯〉 = e−ι˙εt|ψ〉+
∑
σ=±1
eι˙(−ε+σω1)t|δψ(σω1)〉+
∑
σ=±1
eι˙(−ε+σω2)t|δψ(σω2)〉
+
∑
σ2=±1
∑
σ1=±1
eι˙(−ε+σ1ω1σ2ω2)t|δψ(σ1ω1 + σ2ω2)〉 . (2.50)
Now, we insert Eqs. (2.49) and (2.50) in the Schro¨dinger equation,
ι˙
∂
∂t
|ψ¯〉 = ˆ¯H|ψ¯〉 . (2.51)
The resulting expression contains terms that oscillate with different frequen-
cies. These can be separated, obtaining a different equation for each fre-
quency. For ε we get the ground-state Schro¨dinger equation
ε|ψ〉 = Hˆ|ψ〉 . (2.52)
For the frequencies ε ± ω1 and ε ± ω2 we get the first order Sternheimer
equations for each perturbation
(
Hˆ− ε± ω1
)
|δψ(±ω1)〉 = −vˆ1|ψ0〉 , (2.53)(
Hˆ− ε± ω2
)
|δψ(±ω2)〉 = −vˆ2|ψ0〉 . (2.54)
19We should also consider the terms that are quadratic in each perturbation, but we
can ignore them without loss of generality, since this case is recovered by setting ω1 = ω2
and vˆ1 = vˆ2.
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Finally, for frequencies of the form ε+σ1ω1 +σ2ω2, with σ1 = ± and σ2 = ±,
we get the second order Sternheimer equation20(
Hˆ− ε+ σ1ω1 + σ2ω2
)
|δψ(σ1ω1 + σ2ω2)〉
= − vˆ2
2
|δψ(σ1ω1)〉 − vˆ1
2
|δψ(σ2ω2)〉 . (2.55)
Now, if we look at the evolution of an observable associated to an operator
oˆ, that for example could be the dipole moment,
〈ψ¯|oˆ|ψ¯〉 = 〈ψ|oˆ|ψ〉
+
∑
σ=±1
[
eι˙σω1t〈ψ|oˆ|δψ(σω1)〉+ e−ι˙σω1t〈δψ(σω1)|oˆ|ψ〉
]
+
∑
σ=±1
[
eι˙σω2t〈ψ|oˆ|δψ(σω2)〉+ e−ι˙σω2t〈δψ(σω2)|oˆ|ψ〉
]
+
∑
σ1=±1
∑
σ2=±1
eι˙(σ1ω1+σ2ω2)t (〈ψ|oˆ|δψ(σ2ω2 + σ1ω1)〉+〈δψ(−σ1ω1)|oˆ|δψ(σ2ω2)〉)
+
∑
σ1=±1
∑
σ2=±1
e−ι˙(σ1ω1+σ2ω2)t (〈δψ(σ2ω2 + σ1ω1)|oˆ|ψ〉+〈δψ(σ2ω2)|oˆ|δψ(−σ1ω1)〉)
(2.56)
we see that there is a static part, 〈ψ|oˆ|ψ〉, and an induced time-dependent
part. The first two time-dependent terms have the frequency of the external
fields and correspond to linear response. The following one is the second
order response term and oscillates with two frequencies: ω1 +ω2 and ω1−ω2.
As a particular case, we can recover the high-order response to a single
monochromatic field by considering that both perturbative fields are equal.
We have ω1 = ω2 = ω, so there is a part of the non-linear response that
is static (zero frequency) and a part that oscillates with twice the applied
frequency, 2ω (in the optical case they correspond to optical rectification and
second harmonic generation effects, respectively). In general from the order
N response we get multiples of the base frequency, with a maximum of Nω.21
20In this equation and the first order ones we can also add a small imaginary part to
the frequency as we did for Eq. (2.46).
21Since the frequency has the form ωind =
∑N
i σiω, with σi = ±1, the parity of the
multiples is the same of the order of the response. An even order will produce harmonics of
frequencies 0, 2ω, . . . , (N − 2)ω,Nω while an odd order produces ω, 3ω, . . . , (N − 2)ω,Nω.
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2.5 Electric response
When an electric field is applied to a system the result is a different electric
field, the total one, that is the sum of the applied field and the induced field
produced by the system.
The induced field is due to the rearrangement of charges inside the sys-
tem which can result in a macroscopic electric field. To first order, this
macroscopic induced field is generated by the electric dipole moment of the
system.22 If the external field is small, the induced dipole of the system can
be expanded in powers of the Fourier components of the applied field23
pi(t) = pi(0) +
∫
dω
∑
j
αij(ω)Ej(ω) cos(ω)
+
1
2!
∫
dωdω′
∑
j,k
βijk(−ω − ω′;ω, ω′)Ej(ω)Ek(ω′) cos(ωt) cos(ω′t)
+
1
3!
∫
dωdω′dω′′
∑
j,k,l
γijkl(−ω − ω′ − ω′′;ω, ω′, ω′′)
× Ej(ω)Ek(ω′)El(ω′′) cos(ωt) cos(ω′t) cos(ω′′t) + . . . . (2.57)
2.5.1 Optical response
In principle, to study the interaction of light with an electronic system the
effects of both the electric and magnetic fields must be considered. However,
as the magnetic field is much weaker we can usually neglect it,24 and the
optical properties of a material are essentially determined by the response of
the electrons to an external electric field. This makes the electric response
one of the most important and interesting properties to predict.
In the linear regime the electric response is determined by the polar-
isability, α(ω). The quantity most easily accessible experimentally is the
22Higher order multi-polar terms could be considered as well.
23There are several conventions for the definition of the (hyper)polarisabilities, which
are conveniently detailed in Ref. [94]. In this work we follow convention AB (where the
prefactors 1/n! are explicitly included in Eq. (2.57)), that appears to be the most used by
the theoretical community. All referenced values have been converted to this convention.
24When the polarisation of light is involved, as in the case of optical activity, treated
in section 2.7, the magnetic field must be considered as well.
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photo-absorption cross section, σ(ω), (the optical absorption spectrum) that
can be evaluated directly from the polarisability
σ¯(ω) =
4piω
c
Im α¯(ω) , (2.58)
where α¯ is one third the trace of the tensor
α¯(ω) =
1
3
∑
i
αii(ω) . (2.59)
Non-linear optics [95,96] is probably one of the most relevant applications
of non-linear response. It involves effects as harmonic generation [97], Kerr
effect [98], optical rectification [99], etc. In general, non-linear Nth order
optical response will correspond to an N-wave mixing, where several beams
of light interact through the medium to generate a light of a different fre-
quency (where the frequency can be the sum or difference of the frequencies
of incoming light beams).
2.5.2 Second-order optical response
The first hyperpolarisability tensor, β(ω3;ω1, ω2), corresponds to the mixing
of two incoming fields (of frequency ω1 and ω2) to generate a third one (of
frequency ω3 = ω1 +ω2 or ω3 = ω1−ω2). It represents effects such as second
harmonic generation (SHG), β(2ω;ω, ω), Pockels effect, β(ω;ω, 0), optical
rectification β(0;ω,−ω) and sum-frequency generation, β(ω1 + ω2;ω1, ω2).
The tensor has 27 components and is in general non-symmetric.25 Sec-
ond harmonic generation in liquid or gas phase is usually measured using
electric-field-induced second-harmonic generation (EFISH) [101, 102], where
the quantity
β‖ i =
1
5
∑
j
(βijj + βjij + βjji) , (2.60)
is measured in the direction of the dipole moment.26 Different reduced quan-
tities can be obtained from other experimental techniques as hyper-Rayleigh
scattering (HRS) [101,102].
25However, the tensor will have some symmetries due to symmetries of the physical
system [100]. In particular, for systems with inversion symmetry the tensor is zero.
26In an EFISH experiment both a static electric field, that partially aligns the molecules,
and a laser field are applied to the system. The measured quantity is an effective second
order hyperpolarisability (a third order response coefficient), γeff = γ + p · β‖/3kT , from
which β‖ is extracted.
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2.5.3 Optical response and real-time TDDFT
In real-time TDDFT the key quantity for electric response is the time-
dependent dipole that can be calculated directly from the electronic density
and the atomic charges and positions
p(t) =
∫
dr rn (r, t)−
∑
A
ZARA . (2.61)
In this approach, to obtain the absorption spectrum one first excites the sys-
tem from its ground state by applying a uniform electric field of the form
Eext(r, t) = δ(t)E. The constant coefficient E should be small enough for the
system to remain in the linear regime. In practice, it is more precise to apply
the kick as a phase in the initial conditions ϕ(t = 0+) = e−ι˙E·rϕ(t = 0−).
The Kohn-Sham equations are then propagated forward in real time, and
the time-dependent density n(r, t) is readily computed. The polarisability is
obtained by doing the propagation for three perturbations, one along each
axis27, and then obtaining the time-dependent dipole moment for each one
of them, hence building the whole pij(t) (the first index indicates the com-
ponents of the dipole and the second the direction of the perturbation). The
polarisability tensor is then calculated as a Fourier transform
αij(ω) =
1
E
∫
dt [pij(t)− δijpi(0)] e−ι˙ωt . (2.62)
This approach has been used for a large variety of systems: metal and semi-
conducting clusters [41, 104–106], aromatic hydrocarbons [107–109], or pro-
tein chromophores [49, 110].
Even though the time-propagation approach includes all orders of re-
sponse,28 the extraction of the information is not direct, especially if the
non-linear response coefficients are wanted.29
27Other directions could be chosen as well, in particular to exploit symmetries of the
system, to reduce the number of propagations [103].
28Actually, non-linear response might induce an error in the calculation of linear re-
sponse from time propagation. This error can be removed by selecting a perturbation that
is weak enough.
29An approach to extract the hyperpolarisability was recently proposed [111]. In con-
trast to linear response where a single propagation yields the response for all frequencies,
for the hyperpolarisabilites several propagations must be done, one for each frequency.
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2.5.4 Electric response in the Sternheimer formalism
In the Sternheimer formalism, the perturbation is a monochromatic electric
field
δv(r, t) = E · r cos (ωt) . (2.63)
To study the polarisability we apply three different perturbations, one
along each direction i, and calculate the variation of the density δni(r, t). By
inserting Eq. (2.45) in Eq. (2.61) and comparing with Eq. (2.57), obtaining
the formula for the polarisability in terms of the variation of the density
αij(ω) =
∫
dr riδnj(r, ω) . (2.64)
The first hyperpolarisability, β (see Eq. (2.57)), the leading non-linear
order in the response is given in terms of the first order variations of the
wave functions as [93]
βijk(−ω1;ω2, ω3) = −4
∑
P
∑
ζ=±1
{∑
m
∫
dr δψ∗m, i(r,−ζω1)δHj(ζω2)δψm, k(r, ζω3)
−
occ.∑
m,n
∫
dr ψ∗m(r)δHj(ζω2)ψn(r)
∫
dr δψ∗n, i(r,−ζω1)δϕm, k(r, ζω3)
− 2
3
∫
dr
∫
dr′
∫
dr′′Kxc(r, r′, r′′)δni(r, ω1)δnj(r′, ω2)δnk(r′′, ω3)
}
, (2.65)
where the first sum is over the permutations P of the pairs (i,−ω1), (j, ω2),
and (k, ω3). The second order exchange-correlation kernel, Kxc, written in
the adiabatic approximation, reads
Kxc(r, r
′, r′′) =
δ2vxc[n](r)
δn(r′)δn(r′′)
. (2.66)
2.6 Magnetic fields
In the presence of a magnetic field B(r, t), generated by a vector potential
A(r, t), some additional terms must be included in the Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
1
2
(
pˆ− 1
c
Aˆ
)2
+B · Sˆ . (2.67)
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The first part is the orbital interaction with the field, and the second one is
the Zeeman term that represents the coupling of the electronic spin with the
magnetic field.
In the following we consider a perturbative uniform static magnetic field
B and zero total spin. In the Coulomb gauge the corresponding vector
potential, A, is given as
A(r) =
1
2
B × rˆ . (2.68)
In orders of B the perturbative potentials are
δvˆmag =
1
2c
(rˆ × pˆ) ·B = 1
2c
L ·B (2.69)
and
δ2vˆmag =
1
8c2
(B × rˆ)2 . (2.70)
2.6.1 Magnetic response terms
As in the electric case with the dipole, the induced magnetic moment can be
expanded in terms of the external magnetic field which, to first order, reads
mi = m
0
i +
∑
j
χijB
ext
j , (2.71)
where χ is the magnetic susceptibility tensor. The permanent magnetic
moment can be calculated directly from the ground-state wave-functions as
m0 =
∑
m
〈ϕm|δvˆmag|ϕm〉 . (2.72)
For the susceptibility, we need to calculate the first order response functions
in presence of a magnetic field. This can be done in practice by using the
magnetic perturbation, Eq. (2.69), in the Sternheimer equation, Eqs. (2.46)
and (2.47). Since in this case the perturbation is purely imaginary30, it does
not induce a change in the density and the Sternheimer equation is not self-
consistent.31 We label the variation of the orbital m in the direction i as
30Since in real space pˆ = −ι˙∇.
31This is only valid for a static magnetic field. If we consider a time-dependent mag-
netic field a variation in the density can appear. This is expected, as the variation of
the density and the self-consistency process is necessary to shift from the Kohn-Sham
excitation energies to the real ones.
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|δϕm , i〉. From there, the magnetic susceptibility tensor χ is
χij =
∑
m
{
〈ϕm|δvˆmagj |δϕm , i〉+〈δϕm , i|δvˆmagj |ϕm〉+〈ϕm|δ2vˆmagij |ϕm〉
}
. (2.73)
2.6.2 Gauge invariance and non-local potentials
In practical implementations, the gauge freedom in choosing the vector po-
tential might lead to a poor converge with the quality of the discretization
and to a dependence of the magnetic response on the origin of the simulation
cell. In other words, an arbitrary translation of the molecule could intro-
duce an unphysical change in the calculated observables. This broken gauge-
invariance is well known in molecular calculations with all-electron methods
that make use of localized basis sets, such as Gaussian type orbitals. In this
case, the error can be traced to the finite-basis set representation of the wave-
functions32 [115]. A simple measure of the error is to check for the fulfillment
of the hyper-virial relation [116]
ι˙〈ϕm|pˆ|ϕn〉 = (n − m)〈ϕm|rˆ|ϕn〉 , (2.74)
where m is the eigenvalue of the state ϕm.
When working with a real-space mesh, this problem also appears, though
milder, because the standard operator representation in the grid is not gauge-
invariant. However, the error can be easily controlled by reducing the spacing
of the mesh.
On the other hand, our methods typically require the use of the pseudo-
potential approximation (discussed in detail in section 3.2), where the electron-
ion interaction is described by a non-local potential vnl(r, r
′). This, or any
other non-local potential, introduces a fundamental problem when describ-
ing the interaction with magnetic fields or vector potentials in general. To
preserve gauge invariance, this term must be adequately coupled to the ex-
ternal electromagnetic field, otherwise the results will (strongly) depend on
the origin of the gauge. For example an extra term has to be included in the
hyper-virial expression resulting in
ι˙〈ϕm|pˆ|ϕn〉 = (n − m)〈ϕm|rˆ|ϕn〉+ 〈ϕm|[rˆ, vˆnl]|ϕn〉 . (2.75)
32Several techniques have been proposed over the past decades to solve the issue of
the gauge dependence, such as the gauge including atomic orbital [112] (GIAO) or the
individual gauge for localized orbitals [113,114] (IGLO) methods.
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In general, the gauge-invariant non-local potential is given by
〈r|vˆAnl|r′〉 = vnl(r, r′)eι˙/c
∫ r′
r A(x,t)·dx , (2.76)
There are two approaches to include this term that differ in the integration
path taken. The first one was proposed by Ismail-Beigi, Chang, and Louie
(ICL) in 2001 [117] and gives the following perturbation terms
δvˆmag =
1
2c
[
rˆ ×
(
pˆ+
∑
I
vˆnlI
)]
·B (2.77)
and
δ2vˆmag =
1
8c2
[
(B × rˆ)2 +
∑
I
RI × rˆ · DˆnlI ·B × rˆ
]
, (2.78)
with vˆnlI = −i
[
rˆ, vˆnlI
]
and DˆnlIij = −
[
rˆi,
[
rˆj, vˆ
nl
I
]]
, where vˆnlI is the non-local
potential associated to atom I. In 2003, Pickard and Mauri [118] proposed
the GIPAW method, where
δvˆmag =
1
2c
(
Lˆ+
∑
I
RI × vˆnlI
)
·B (2.79)
and
δ2vˆmag =
1
8c2
[
(B × rˆ)2 +
∑
I
RI ×RI · DˆnlI ·B ×RI
]
. (2.80)
With the inclusion of either one of these methods, we recover gauge invariance
in our formalism when pseudo-potentials are considered.
2.7 Optical activity
Chiroptical effects are based on the fact that some molecules interact dif-
ferently with right- (R) and left- (L) circularly polarised light, so that the
medium effectively has two refraction indices, nR and nL. Dichroism can be
quantified by the difference between the two refraction indices, ∆n = nL−nR.
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Physically the real part of ∆n measures the rotation of the polarisation vec-
tor of an incident linearly polarised field (ORD), whereas the imaginary part
accounts for the difference in the absorption (ECD). For calculating changes
of the polarisation, the magnetic field of the light cannot be neglected as we
did for optical absorption. As we will see, optical activity can actually be
considered a mixed electric-magnetic response. The starting point to study
the interaction of an individual molecule with a monochromatic electric and
magnetic field are the linear equations for the induced electric and magnetic
moments in terms of the external field
pj(t) =
∑
k
αjkEk(t)− 1
c
∑
k
ξjk
∂Bk(t)
∂t
, (2.81a)
mj(t) =
∑
k
χjkBk(t) +
1
c
∑
k
ξjk
∂Ek(t)
∂t
, (2.81b)
where α is the electric polarisability tensor, χ the magnetic susceptibility
and ξ the crossed response tensor in the time derivative of the fields.33 By
applying Maxwell equations in a medium that satisfies Eqs. (2.81) one can
prove that the isotropic average of ξ,
ξ¯ =
1
3
∑
j
ξjj , (2.82)
is proportional to the difference between the refractive indices for left and
right polarised light34
∆n =
8piNω
c
ξ¯ , (2.83)
where N is the molecular density of the medium.
The tensor, ξ, is therefore the key quantity that must be calculated in
order to predict the ORD and the ECD spectra. In the case of response
to a polychromatic electric field we have to define a frequency dependent
tensor ξ(ω), so that Eq. (2.81b), in the absence of an applied magnetic field,
33An additional term couples the induced electric dipole with the magnetic field and
vice versa. This term is of higher order and we can safely neglect it in our formulation
(see Eq. (55) in Ref. [119]).
34This expression is obtained while neglecting the electric field due to the neighbor-
ing molecules: for a medium with randomly distributed molecules we obtain ∆n =
8piNω
c ξ¯
n2+2
3 , where n is the mean index of refraction.
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becomes
mj(t) = − ι˙
c
∑
k
∫ ∞
−∞
ξjk(ω)ωEk(ω)e
−ι˙ωtdω . (2.84)
As a particular case, we consider an electric field with equal intensity for
all frequencies: E(r, ω) = κ/2pi (in the time domain this corresponds to
E(r, t) = κδ(t) ). By introducing this expression in Eq. (2.84) and per-
forming an inverse half-Fourier transform (with an infinitesimal imaginary
component δ in the frequency) we obtain
ξjk(ω) =
ι˙c
ωκj
∫ ∞
0
mk(t)e
ι˙(ω+iδ)tdt . (2.85)
From Eq. (2.85) we see that ξ can be calculated from the time resolved
electrically induced magnetic moment. From this general derivation we can
now determine the rotational strength function
R(ω) =
3ω
pic
Im ξ¯(ω) , (2.86)
which physically characterizes the magnitude of the ECD.
2.7.1 Circular dichroism in TDDFT
The scheme described above can be easily implemented in real-time TDDFT,
as shown by Yabana and Bertsch [120]. We follow the same procedure as for
optical response, but for each time we compute the magnetic moment using
Eq. (2.72), including the proper gauge corrections discussed in section 2.6.2.
The values for the three directions are inserted in Eq. (2.85) from which ξ(ω)
is obtained in the energy range of interest.
The circular dichroic response can also be computed in the Sternheimer
linear response formalism. From the response functions to an electric per-
turbation, ξ can be calculated as35
ξjk(ω) =
ι˙
2ω
∑
m
[〈δϕm,j(−ω)|δvˆmagk |ϕm〉+ 〈ϕm|δvˆmagk |δϕm,j(ω)〉] . (2.87)
In contrast to some (TD)DFT implementations that directly use KS or-
bitals, neglecting all self-consistency effects in the response, both real-time
and Sternheimer formulations include these effects and are exact, provided
that we know the exact exchange and correlation potential.
35This expression can be obtained by replacing the expansion of the time-dependent
wave-function, Eq. (2.42), in Eq. (2.85).
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2.8 Vibrational modes
At low temperatures, the ions of a molecular system oscillate around their
equilibrium positions.36 Under the harmonic approximation, this movement
can be described as a superposition of collective oscillations, known as vi-
brational or normal modes (or phonon modes in solid state physics). Each
mode oscillates with a particular frequency. Formally, this implies that the
ionic trajectories are written in the following form
RI(t) =
∑
α
cαQ
I
α cos(ναt+ dα) , (2.88)
where α is an index that runs from 1 to 3Na,Q
I
α are the vectors that represent
each mode and να are the normal frequencies. The values cα and dα are the
integration constants given by the initial conditions. The higher order terms
that are neglected in Eq. (2.88) are responsible for anharmonic effects37.
For most molecular systems, the frequencies of the vibrations are at least
one order of magnitude smaller than the electronic excitations. This implies
that the vibrations can be properly described by an adiabatic approxima-
tion like Born-Oppenheimer, Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics, or by our
modified Ehrenfest dynamics scheme described in section 2.2.3. However,
if a certain molecule has a band gap that is small enough to be close to
the frequency of the vibrational modes, the ionic motion is better described
by Ehrenfest dynamics or more sophisticated semi-classical ions approaches.
As with other properties, the vibrational properties, including an-harmonic
effects, can be obtained from real-time methods, in this case molecular dy-
namics, or linear response. The most widely used spectroscopies used to
assess vibrational modes are infrared and Raman, that are described in more
detail in the remainder of this section.
2.8.1 Infrared spectroscopy
Infrared spectroscopy [121] is intimately related to vibrational modes. It is
the direct emission of light by the ionic vibrations (or the equivalent and
36This includes the quantum effect of zero point motion, that cannot be described in
the classical approximation for the ion dynamics.
37These effects become important at high temperatures or when the systems approaches
conical intersections or electronic level crossing. Under those conditions the an-harmonic
terms couple the equations of motion for different vibrational modes.
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inverse process of absorption of light and excitation of a normal mode). This
can be seen directly in the dipolar approximation by expanding the molec-
ular dipole, p(t), around the equilibrium position to first order in the ionic
displacement. Using Eq. (2.88) we obtain
pi(t) = p
o
i +
∑
α
∑
I,j
∂pi
∂RjI
QI jα cα cos(ναt+ dα) . (2.89)
By defining
Υα =
∑
I,j
∂pi
∂RjI
QI jα (2.90)
we rewrite the equation as
pi(t) = p
o
i +
∑
α
cαΥα cos(ναt+ dα) , (2.91)
from where it is clear that Υα represents the intrinsic infrared intensity of
the normal mode α. If a component of Υα is zero, it means that for that
particular mode the vibration leaves the dipole invariant and that it cannot
interact with light. For example homo-nuclear diatomic molecules are not
infrared active since the dipole, independently of the inter-atomic distance,
is always zero.
2.8.2 Vibrational and infrared spectroscopy from real-
time propagation
In a time-resolved simulation, if the ions are allowed to move under a certain
molecular dynamics formalism, it is possible to obtain the vibrational spectra
by monitoring the velocities as a function of time. The spectrum is given
by the Fourier transform of the velocity autocorrelation function [122, 123],
defined as
v¯(t) =
〈 ∑
I vI(t) · vI(t0)∑
I vI(t0) · vI(t0)
〉
t0
, (2.92)
where the 〈 〉t0 denotes the average over all possible values of t0 < t. To
correctly obtain the relative intensities of the vibrational modes, the initial
conditions must be given by a correct thermo-dynamical distribution of ve-
locities. Similarly, it is possible to extract the infrared spectrum by following
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the evolution of the time-dependent dipole, Eq. (2.61), and Fourier trans-
forming Eq. (2.91). In this way, we mimic closely what happens in a real
infrared experiment.
2.8.3 Linear response for vibrational spectroscopy
Linear response, in the form of density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) [85,
124], is probably the most popular ab-initio method for the calculation of vi-
brational modes. Here, the vibrational modes are given by the eigenvectors
of the matrix of force constants, known as the Hessian. It is given by the
second derivatives of the total energy with respect to the ion positions
hI i J j =
1√
MIMJ
∂2E
∂RiIR
j
J
, (2.93)
where MI and MJ are the masses of ions positioned at RI and RJ . For Na
ions the Hessian is a 3Na × 3Na matrix.
The Hessian can be obtained directly from total energy calculations by
finite difference approximation of the derivatives. Alternatively, more accu-
rate results can be obtained by calculating analytically the derivatives of the
energy as
∂2E
∂RiIR
j
J
=
∂2Eion−ion
∂RiIR
j
J
+
[∑
m
〈ϕm|δvˆI i|δϕm J j〉+ c.c.
]
+
∑
m
〈ϕm| ∂
2vext
∂RiIR
j
J
|ϕm〉 ,
(2.94)
the δvˆI i are the external perturbations that correspond to the derivatives of
the ionic potentials with respect to the ionic positions38
δvˆI i(r) =
∂
∂RiI
vion(r −RI) , (2.95)
and |δϕm J j〉 are the variations of the orbitals. They are obtained by solving
a set of zero-frequency Sternheimer equations of the form(
Hˆ− m
)
δϕm I i(r) = − Pc δHˆI iϕm(r) . (2.96)
38Additional terms might appear from non-linear core corrections in the pseudo-
potential.
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The infrared intensity of each mode can be directly calculated from |δϕm J j〉
and Eq. (2.90) by using that
∂pi
∂RjI
=
∑
m
[〈ϕm|ri|δϕm I j〉+ c.c.] . (2.97)
To avoid the calculation of the derivative of the ionic potential in Eq. (2.95),
we can use the same transformation as in the derivation of the forces, Eq. (2.41).
With the transformation the perturbation becomes the following operator
δvˆI i(r) = vion(r −RI) ∂
∂ri
− ∂
∂ri
vion(r −RI) , (2.98)
where we have used the fact that the derivative operator is anti-Hermitian.
Analogously, the transformation can also be applied to the last term of
Eq. (2.94) to obtain that
〈ϕm| ∂
2vext
∂RiIR
j
J
|ϕm〉 = δIJ [〈ϕm|vI |∂i∂jϕm〉+ 〈∂iϕm|vI |∂jϕm〉] + c.c. . (2.99)
By this reformulation we completely eliminate the need to obtain the deriva-
tives of the ionic potential with respect to the atomic positions, which makes
implementation considerably simpler. Also, since the wave-functions are
smoother than the external potential, calculations converge better with re-
spect to the quality of the discretization.
Note that the DFPT formulation we have presented here is an adiabatic
approximation, as it does not include contributions from electronic exited
states. The Sternheimer formalism provides a natural way to add non-
adiabatic effects to the calculation of ionic vibrations by introducing a finite
frequency in Eq. (2.96). However, since we do not know the vibrational fre-
quencies a priori, the calculation would have to be done in a self-consistent
iterative fashion.
2.9 Vibrational Raman spectroscopy
The vibrational Raman scattering process [121, 125, 126] occurs when light
interacts with a molecular systems by exciting or de-exciting a vibrational
mode and generating light with a shifted frequency, see Fig. 2.1. Within a
classical description of the electric field we can understand this process by
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looking at the dipole. Under the action of an external electric E cos(ωt) the
induced field (the emitted light) is given by
pi(t) = p
o
i +
∑
k
αik(ω)Ek cos(ωt) . (2.100)
If we consider the change in the polarisability due to molecular vibrations,
by using Eq. (2.88) we obtain
pi(t) = p
o
i +
∑
k
αik(ω)Ej cos(ωt)+
∑
k,β
∑
I,j
∂αik(ω)
∂RjI
QI jβ cβ cos(νβt+ dβ)Ek cos(ωt) . (2.101)
By defining the Raman tensor, P , as
Pik β(ω) =
∑
I,j
∂αik(ω)
∂RjI
QI jβ (2.102)
and using the rule for the product of cosines yields
pi(t) = p
o
i +
∑
k
αik(ω)Ek cos(ωt) +
+
1
2
∑
k,β
EkcβPik β(ω) [cos ((ω + νβ)t+ dβ) + cos ((ω − νβ)t+ dβ)] . (2.103)
From this last equation, it is clear that the induced electric field has com-
ponents with frequencies ω ± νβ, that correspond to Stokes and anti-Stokes
peaks in experiments.
In the non-linear response formalism developed in section 2.4.1 can also
describe vibrational Raman scattering. We assume one perturbation is an
electric field with frequency ω and the other is an ionic vibration with fre-
quency ν. The observable to consider is the induced electric field given by the
dipole. From Eq. (2.56) we see that the induced field oscillates with several
frequencies that correspond to the different physical phenomena:
• ω: Rayleigh scattering, the emission of light of the same frequency of
the external electric field. This corresponds to the electric response
(section 2.5).
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a b
hω h(ω − ν) hω h(ω + ν)
virtual level
vibrational level hν
ground state
Figure 2.1: Quantum mechanical picture of: a) Stokes Raman scattering,
a system in its ground state absorbs a photon of frequency hω and emits a
photon of frequency h(ω − ν) and stays in a vibrational level of energy hν.
b) Anti-stokes Raman scattering, the system is initially in a vibrational level
of energy hν, it absorbs a photon of frequency hω and emits a photon of
frequency h(ω + ν) and stays in the ground state level.
• ν: Infrared spectroscopy as discussed in section 2.8.1.
• ω−ν: Stokes Raman scattering, where the incoming photon is absorbed
and one of lower energy is emitted. The difference of energy is used to
create a phonon (see Fig. 2.1a).
• ω+ν: Anti-Stokes Raman scattering, in this case a phonon is destroyed,
so the emitted photon has a higher energy than the incoming one (see
Fig. 2.1b).
In general, several approximations are performed when doing practical
calculations of the Raman tensor in molecular and extended systems, in
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order to simplify the formalism and the calculations. Besides the usual adi-
abatic approximation for the vibrational modes (harmonic approximation),
discussed in the previous section, the frequency of the external photon field
is also considered to be zero (which is a good approximation as long as ω
is well below any electronic excitation frequency of the system). Therefore,
the formalism is not applicable for the resonant Raman case that is the most
widely used tool for characterization of nano-structures. Still, even in the
few cases that the finite optical frequency of the photon field is considered,
the change of the response function at ω± ν is not evaluated, i.e. these con-
tributions to the intensity of the Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks in the Raman
spectra are missing. This might give rise to important errors in near-resonant
cases, where the shift due to the phonon frequency can change the dynamical
electronic response of the system considerably. The formalism described in
this section allows to cope, from first principles with the full-Raman response
of the system both in resonance and out-of-resonance. The only remaining
limitation is the assumption of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation for the
decoupling of the electronic and ionic degrees of freedom. If this is not satis-
fied non-adiabatic coupling beyond the ones described have to be included.
Chapter 3
Numerical methods
Over the last years the numerical implementation phase of scientific codes
has become increasingly relevant and cannot be considered a minor issue.
This has been caused by several factors, among them:
• The drive towards realistic first principles modelling of complex and
large systems requires efficient codes that combine, in different aspects
of the simulation, the state of the art in numerical algorithms and
techniques.
• The increasing complexity of hardware platforms which require sophis-
ticated codes to run efficiently: while old supercomputers were single
processor vector machines with fast memory access, current ones are
massively parallel machines with distributed memory, complex inter-
connection topologies, relatively slow memory access and several levels
of cache. As a result, it has become more difficult to write efficient
computer codes.
• Complexity of the code: due to the previous issues, scientific software
packages become large and complex pieces of code that require devel-
opers to be skilled not only in science, but also in the computer science
techniques and tools suited to work with large software projects.
The selection of adequate algorithms and numerical techniques can make
a difference of several orders of magnitude in the computational time re-
quired for a simulation and can even determine the feasibility of a certain
theoretical approach. In this chapter, we present the details of the numerical
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implementations that were considered during the development of this work
and that are important for applying the theory developed in the previous
chapter to realistic systems.
The basis for the numerical implementation in this work is the Octopus
code [13, 14], a software package for the simulation of electron dynamics of
finite and extended systems. It is based on a real-space discretization of the
wave-functions and the norm-conserving pseudopotential approximation for
the electron-ion interaction. Octopus has been released under the GPL free
software license, which means that the source code is available for anyone
to use, study, modify and re-distribute (while retaining the same original
conditions). Currently it consists of more than 140 thousand lines of Fortran
and C code, and it is the fruit of the effort of more than 15 developers from
several research groups.
3.1 Discretization: Real-space grids
In order to use our equations to predict properties of real systems we must
perform an additional approximation: we have to discretize the equation to
restrict the infinite degrees of freedom to a finite number that we can then
treat numerically. The discretization determines the number of values that
represent a function and the numerical cost required to perform the different
operations. There are several strategies to discretize a problem, one possibil-
ity is to select a discrete basis set and represent functions as the coefficients
of a linear combination of these basis sets functions. The action of differen-
tial operators is given by their action on the basis set functions. Of course,
an ideal basis set would consist of the functions that are solutions of the
problem we want to solve: in this representation the coefficients are very
simple and there are very few of them. However, this is clearly impractical
since the solutions are what we are looking for and we would still need an
auxiliary representation for the basis functions, as we do not have a math-
ematical expression for them. In many cases, basis sets that are simple but
close to the expected solutions are used. For example, in quantum chemistry
the calculations are done using a basis set composed of atomic orbitals cen-
tered around the nuclei. Two different approaches are considered: one is to
use Slater orbitals [127] in terms of a linear combination of Gaussian func-
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tions [128,129]1 and the other to use numerical atomic orbitals [7,130]. Since
typically only a few atomic orbitals are required for each atom, this method
leads to a discretization with a small number of coefficients, but the price to
pay is that basis functions are not orthogonal, the discretized operators are
represented by dense matrices and that the discretization error is difficult to
control.
In condensed matter physics, plane-wave basis sets (that form the Fourier
or reciprocal space) is the most common method, as they are the natural basis
for the description of orbitals in the nearly free electron gas. In Fourier space
the application of the kinetic term of the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian is direct,2
but for other operations, like the application of the potential, it is necessary
to go to a real space through the use of Fast Fourier transforms. Plane-wave
basis sets automatically impose periodic boundary conditions, so to model
finite systems a super-cell approach is required.
The discretization method we use in this work is a real-space grid ap-
proach. In this scheme functions are represented by their values on a series
of points in real space. We only consider points uniformly distributed in
a mesh (but more arbitrary distributions, including adaptive grids and lo-
cal refinements, are also possible). The uniform distance between points is
called the spacing of the grid and determines the quality of the discretiza-
tion.3 Even though this approach might be seen as a basis sets consisting of
Dirac delta functions centered at the grid points, this is not the case, as dif-
ferentiation cannot be carried out by differentiating these “basis functions”.
Differential operators must be approximated by a finite difference expression
which calculates the derivatives of the function in one point using the val-
ues of neighbouring points. In fact, the key to the success of the real-space
method for electronic structure calculations was the introduction of high or-
der finite difference expansions by Chelikowsky, Troullier and Saad [131] in
1994. These expansions yield a good level of numerical accuracy for relatively
1The principal reason for the use of Gaussian basis functions in molecular quantum
chemical calculations is the Gaussian Product Theorem, which guarantees that the product
of two Gaussian orbitals centered on two different atoms is a finite sum of Gaussians
centered on a point along the axis connecting them. In this manner, four-center integrals
can be reduced to finite sums of two-center integrals, and in a next step, to finite sums of
one-center integrals.
2To calculate the Laplacian of a function at a certain reciprocal space point G, the
function only has to be multiplied by G2.
3A spacing, h, can be converted to an equivalent plane-wave cutoff via Ec = (pi/2h)
2.
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large spacings. The main characteristics of the real-space discretization are:
• Simplicity: the concept of a real-space grid is simple to understand and
the equations are simple to discretize.
• Boundary conditions: different types of boundary conditions can be
used together with real-space grids. The most common ones are that
functions are periodic or that they are zero at the boundaries of the
domain.
• Uniform resolution: with uniform grids the quality of the discretization
is the same over the whole space.
• Larger number of coefficients: due to the previous point, when com-
pared to atomic orbitals, a real-space discretization requires a larger
number of coefficients. Therefore, it is difficult to represent functions
of two spacial variables, like the density matrix or the response func-
tion.
• Systematic convergence: the effect of the discretization can be con-
trolled by reducing the spacing of the grid and (in the case of finite
systems) increasing the size of the region. In cases where the conver-
gence is slow it is possible to extrapolate the result to zero spacing
and/or infinite size.
• Sparse and simple operators: Linear operators, like the Hamiltonian,
can be represented very efficiently. They are very sparse, and the few
non-diagonal non-zero elements only take a few different values (the
constant coefficients of the finite-differences expansion).
• Performance: Most operations on functions represented on the grid
are local or semi-local, so, in general, it is possible to obtain good
computational performance.
• Parallelizability: The locality can also be exploited for the paralleliza-
tion of the operations by dividing the space in domains that are assigned
to each processor.
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3.2 Pseudopotentials
Around the nuclei, the electronic problem presents serious challenges for
uniform discretization approaches such as real-space grids or plane waves,
as not only does the bare ionic potential −Z/|r −R| diverge4, but also the
wave-functions oscillate strongly due to the orthogonality with core electrons.
3.2.1 The pseudopotential approximation
One way to solve the problem of the representation around the ions is to use
pseudo-potentials, where both the core electrons and the hard Coulombian
potential are replaced by a softer effective potential. This approach not only
makes the potential smoother, but also saves the computational effort of
representing the core electrons that remain inert in most chemical and optical
processes. Even when there are no core electrons, or when core electrons must
be included in the calculation, it is possible to devise pseudo-potentials that
are smoother than the original ionic potential (see for example Fig. 3.1, where
the original ionic potential for hydrogen is compared with a pseudo-potential
for the same atom).
There are different approaches for pseudo-potentials. The pseudo-potentials
we use in this work are known as norm-conserving pseudo-potentials, and
were first proposed by Hamman, Bachelet and collaborators [132, 133] and
later improved by Troullier and Martins [134]. In general, norm-conserving
pseudo-potentials are non-local operators: each angular momentum compo-
nent of the wave-function sees a different potential. Mathematically, the
operator can be written as a sum of projectors for each angular momentum
component up to a certain maximum lmax. For numerical purposes it is bet-
ter to write the pseudo-potential in a separable form, proposed by Kleynman
and Bylander [135], where one of the components is chosen as local and con-
tains the long-range part of the potential, while the projectors for the rest of
the components are localized to a region of space around each atom
vKB = vlocal +
lmax∑
l 6=lloc
l∑
m=−l
|lm〉〈lm| . (3.1)
4At r = R we can take an average of the potential to repair the divergence, but it still
changes very rapidly
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of the true ionic potential (black solid line) and a
norm-conserving pseudopotential (blue segmented line) for hydrogen (inset at
a different scale). The pseudo-potential is much softer and can be represented
on a grid with much larger spacing.
3.2.2 Forces
In section 2.2.4 we introduced a formulation for the calculation of forces
that does not involve the calculation of the derivatives of the potential,
Eq. (2.40). This transformation has two advantages for numerical imple-
mentations: First, it is not necessary to implement the derivative of the
ionic potential, that can be quite complex and difficult to code, especially
when relativistic corrections are included. The second advantage is that the
representation of the derivative of the ionic potential requires a better dis-
cretization than the potential itself, so the alternative expression of the force
is more precise when discretized. We illustrate this second point in Fig. 3.2
where the forces obtained with the two methods are compared. While taking
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the derivative of the atomic potential gives forces with a considerable oscilla-
tion due to the discretization (this point is discussed in detail in the following
section), using the derivative of the orbitals gives a force that is smooth and
equivalent to the one obtained by finite-differences with half the spacing.
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Derivative of the potential (h=0.43)
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Numerical derivative of the energy (h=0.43)
Numerical derivative of the energy (h=0.215)
Figure 3.2: Comparison of the force between two nitrogen atoms calculated
in different ways: from the derivative of the ionic potential, Eq. (2.40), with
a spacing of 0.43 a.u., from the derivatives of the orbitals, Eq. (2.41), with a
spacing of 0.43 a.u., and as a finite-differences derivative of the total energy
with two different spacings, 0.43 and 0.215 a.u. .
3.2.3 Aliasing and pseudo-potential filtering
The pseudo-potential approximation leads to a reduction of the hardness
of the ionic potential, consequently reducing the precision required for the
representation of the wave-functions. However, the typical Troullier-Martins
pseudo-potentials still contain high Fourier components that are costly to
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represent on a real-space grid or a plane-wave basis set. These components
are usually small but they have a considerable effect due to aliasing.
Aliasing occurs when a function that is sampled at finite intervals, h, has
Fourier components with frequencies larger than 2pi/h. As shown in Fig. 3.3,
these high frequency components can be mistaken as a low frequency signal,
spoiling the representation of the function in the whole spectrum.5
Figure 3.3: Example of aliasing of two sinusoidal functions: the two functions
(red solid and blue dashed line) would have the same representation in the
grid represented by the black squares.
In real-space grids, aliasing can cause several important problems. First
of all, it causes a poor convergence of the total energy or other quantities
with the spacing of the grid, decreasing the spacing required for properly
converged calculations. Moreover, it induces an egg-box effect; Any physical
description of a system must be invariant under a translation of the whole
system, and, of course, the Kohn-Sham equations are invariant. However,
in a real-space grid discretization this property is lost. For example, due to
high Fourier components the discretized potential of an atom sitting on a
grid point might be slightly different from the one when the atom is between
points, so that a rigid displacement of the system produces an oscillation of
the energy (if we plot the energy of the atom as a function of the position,
it resembles an egg-box, hence the name). This affects mainly geometry
optimization or molecular dynamics calculations, but it may also affect other
types of calculations.
The simplest way to deal with aliasing is to choose a resolution that is high
enough so that all Fourier components of the potential are included. Nor-
mally, this implies a spacing that is far too small for practical calculations
5For a spacing h, a component of frequency ω cannot be distinguished from components
that have a frequency ω′ = ω + 2pin/h (with n any integer number).
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of large systems. Alternatively, we can filter out the high Fourier compo-
nents of the pseudo-potentials. Although this sounds simple in principle,
some special considerations must be taken into account: First, the pseudo-
potential contains a long-range part that cannot be easily represented in
Fourier space, so in order to filter this part the pseudo-potential must be
separated in two: a smooth long-range component that is not filtered and
a localized part that is filtered. Second, applying a direct cutoff in Fourier
space is not possible, since it would induce long-range oscillations of the
potential in real space, destroying the localization. A more sophisticated ap-
proach which balances the removal of the high Fourier components and the
localization of the pseudo-potential, is required. Several filtering techniques
have been proposed, and we have selected the ones presented by Briggs,
Sullivan and Bernholc (BSB) [136] and Tafipolosky and Schmid (TS) [137].
Computationally, the cost of the filtering process is negligible, as it is done
over the one-dimensional radial functions of the potential and it is performed
only once per run per pseudo-potential.
To illustrate the effect of pseudo-potential filtering we took anN2 molecule
and compared the calculated total energy and forces computed without fil-
tering with the filters of BSB and TS. The first test was to check the effect
in the convergence of the energy and the interatomic force with respect to
the spacing, see Fig. 3.4. As we can see, the filtering process does not sig-
nificantly improve the convergence with the spacing, although it makes it
smoother. For large values of the spacing (larger than 0.5 a.u.) the value
of the energy with the filter is farther from the converged value than the
unfiltered case. We also studied the egg-box effect by rigidly shifting the N2
molecule with respect to the grid and calculating the energy and the inter-
atomic force, Fig. 3.5. Here, we can see the filtering in action, the oscillation
of the energy is reduced by both filtering schemes by one order of magnitude,
close to what is obtained by halving the spacing (at a much larger numerical
cost). For the forces, however, the filtering does not have a large effect, espe-
cially when compared with the half spacing case. Our last test was to change
the interatomic distance of the molecule, which is a challenging case for a
real-space grid since the physical effect of separating the atoms is mixed with
the change in the relative position of the atoms with the grid points. From
Fig. 3.6 we can see that the filters do a good job eliminating the artificial
oscillations that are noticeable in the unfiltered pseudo-potential calculation
and that the TS filter is very close to the half-spacing calculation. For the
forces both filters also manage to eliminate the wiggles of the unfiltered sim-
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ulation, but in this case the oscillations were already much smaller due to
the scheme to calculate the forces, as discussed in Section 3.2.2 and shown
in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.4: Convergence with respect to the spacing of the total energy and
the interatomic force for the N2 molecule: without pseudo-potential filtering,
with the BSB filter [136], and the TS filter [137]. Interatomic distance of 2.06
a.u.
A more dramatic case was found in the calculation of the circular dichroic
response, where a large difference, more than 60%, in the electric circular
dichroism spectrum can be obtained by shifting the whole molecule by half
the spacing, Fig. 3.7.
In conclusion, the use of a filter is an inexpensive way to increase numer-
ical precision without increasing the numerical cost. The major effect of the
filter is to improve the consistency of the calculation is situations where the
atoms change their position with respect to the grid. Even when a pseudo-
potential filter is used, however, convergence with respect to the spacing must
be ensured.
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Figure 3.5: Variation of the total energy and the interatomic force with
respect to a rigid displacement for the N2 molecule: without pseudo-potential
filtering (spacing of 0.43 and 0.215 a.u.), with the BSB filter [136], and the
TS filter [137] (spacing of 0.43 a.u.). Interatomic distance of 2.06 a.u.
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Figure 3.6: Total energy and interatomic force for the N2 molecule as a func-
tion of the interatomic distance: without pseudo-potential filtering (spacing
of 0.43 and 0.215 a.u.), with the BSB filter [136], and the TS filter [137]
(spacing of 0.43 a.u.).
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Figure 3.7: Electric circular dichroism percentage difference in the rota-
tory strength function of R-methyloxirane between two calculations in which
the molecule is displaced by 0.06 A˚, without and with TS pseudo-potential
filtering.
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3.3 Numerical algorithms
In this section we discuss the algorithms that we have implemented to solve
numerically the equations that were introduced in chapter 2. We emphasize
the new developments that allowed for a huge improvement in efficiency and
parallelization.
3.3.1 Ground-state calculation
Both for linear response and time-propagation calculations, we need to per-
form a ground-state DFT calculation first. This is done by a self-consistent
iterative procedure. Numerically, the central part is the solution of an eigen-
value problem, that normally scales with the cube of the size of the system
due to the necessity of orthogonalizing the wave-functions. For systems of
less than one hundred atoms, the cost of the ground-state calculation is not
important compared with the excited states one, and a basic conjugated gra-
dient eigensolver (CG) [138] is fast enough. However, we found that for larger
systems the cost of the ground-state calculation becomes considerable, so we
had to look for better alternatives. We have found satisfactory results with
the residual minimization - direct inversion in the iterative subspace (RMM-
DIIS) eigensolver [139,140] following the implementation proposed by Kresse
and Furthmu¨ller [141]. As we can see from Fig. 3.8, the new eigensolver has
a much lower computational cost than the CG eigensolver for large systems.
In both cases the scaling is cubic, but in the RMM-DIIS solver the prefactor
for the cubic term is two orders of magnitude smaller than in the CG solver.
The core part of the RMM-DIIS algorithm is the independent minimization
of each orbital in the residual subspace. As each state is independently opti-
mized this is a highly parallelizable operation. In contrast, the CG algorithm
is inherently serial, each orbital requires the calculation of the lower energy
ones.
3.3.2 Time propagation
The key part for the real-time solution of Eq. (2.5) is to approximate the
propagation operator
|ϕ (t+ ∆t)〉 = Uˆ (t+ ∆t, t) |ϕ (t)〉 (3.2)
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Figure 3.8: Time required to calculate the ground state as a function of the
system size. Comparison between the conjugated gradients (CG) and residual
minimization - direct inversion in the iterative subspace (RMM-DIIS) eigen-
solvers, as implemented in Octopus. The table shows the leading coefficients
for a cubic polynomial interpolation, y = c0 + c1x+ c2x
2 + c3x
3. The systems
are artificial arrays of benzene molecules. The grid is composed of a sphere of
radius 7 a.u. around each atom with a spacing of 0.6 a.u. (a smaller spacing
would be required for a converged calculation). The tests were executed in
4 Xeon 5220 processor cores.
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in an efficient and stable way. There exist several different methods (see
Ref. [142] for a review) and we have chosen the approximated enforced time-
reversal symmetry (AETRS) method due to its efficiency. Within this method
the propagator for a Hamiltonian Hˆ(t) is approximated by
Uˆ (t+ ∆t, t) = exp
{
−i∆t
2
Hˆ (t+ ∆t)
}
exp
{
−i∆t
2
Hˆ (t)
}
(3.3)
which is invariant under time-reversal. Hˆ(t + ∆t) is obtained from an in-
terpolation from previous steps using a predictor-corrector procedure. For
the calculation of the exponential in Eq. (3.3) a simple fourth order Taylor
expansion is used (this particular order has advantageous numerical proper-
ties [142]). The careful preservation of time reversibility is crucial to avoid
unphysical drifts in the total energy. We have found (for the cases presented
in this work and for our particular numerical implementation) the combi-
nation of the AETRS approximation, together with the Taylor expansion
representation of the exponential, to be the most efficient approach. For
the modified Ehrenfest scheme, Eq. (2.24a), thanks to the transformation in
Eq. (2.37), we can use the same propagation methods. For the Car-Parrinello
scheme the electronic part is integrated by the RATTLE/Velocity Verlet al-
gorithm as described in Ref. [143].
Since TDDFT propagation automatically preserves the orthogonality of
the wave-function, it needs not be imposed and the numerical cost is propor-
tional to NksNg (with Nks the number of orbitals and Ng the number of grid
points or basis set coefficients). For comparison, other MD methods, such
as CP or BO, require a re-orthogonalization at each time step, so the cost is
proportional to N2ksNg.
3.3.3 Numerical solution of the Sternheimer equation
Central to our linear response approach is the numerical solution of the Stern-
heimer equation (2.46). This equation has the form of a linear equation where
the operator to be inverted is the shifted ground-state Hamiltonian. As the
shift is complex, due to the iη term, this operator is not Hermitian. There-
fore, we cannot use the standard techniques available in the community, like
the simple conjugated gradients scheme, but we have to rely on more general
linear solvers. Our choice is the biconjugate gradient stabilized method [144].
Close to the resonance frequencies, the Sternheimer equation becomes
very badly conditioned, and the solution process turns out to be very costly.
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The problem can be eased by preconditioning. We have found that a smooth-
ing preconditioner [145] can dramatically improve convergence in these cases.
This is a very simple but effective preconditioner that filters out high fre-
quency components by averaging the value of the function for each point
with the value of its neighbours. Additionally, for small systems, the solu-
tion process can be made less costly if we solve the Sternheimer equation in
the space of the unoccupied wave-functions by orthogonalizing the right-hand
side of the Sternheimer equation with respect to the occupied wave functions
(this is not practical for large systems as the orthogonalization process be-
comes very demanding). Even with these techniques, the process is much
more costly for frequencies near resonance, requiring up to 10 times more
computational time.
As the right-hand side of the Sternheimer equation depends on the lin-
ear variation of the density, the problem has to be solved self-consistently.
We employ similar strategies as for the ground-state calculation, mixing the
linear variation of the density using a Broyden scheme [146, 147] in order to
speed up the convergence of the self-consistent cycle. In order to achieve self-
consistency it is critical to re-orthogonalize the wave-functions after solving
the Sternheimer equation and before the calculation of the variation of the
density. This removes small components which belong to the occupied space
that might appear due to the finite precision of the calculation. These com-
ponents would otherwise induce a small random noise in the variation of the
density that becomes significant at the end of the self-consistency process,
when the changes in the density variation are small.
In principle, the total cost of calculating the response is proportional to
NksNgMω, where Nks is the number of Kohn-Sham orbitals, Ng is the num-
ber of grid points, and Mω is the number of frequencies we desire (which is
independent of the system size). However, to improve the numerical proper-
ties of the algorithm, we perform some operations that have O(NksN2gMω)
cost. This scaling is still much better than for the approaches that rely on ex-
pansions in particle-hole states, and similar to the ground-state calculation
which normally scales as O(NksN2g ). Using this method, it should, there-
fore, be possible to study (hyper)polarisabilities of very large systems, like
nano-structures or molecules of biological interest.
After obtaining the linear response, the evaluation of the hyperpolaris-
ability from Eq. (2.65) has a cost proportional to O(N2ksNgMω) but with a
small prefactor. To speed up the calculation, terms like 〈ϕm|δHˆj(±ω2)|ϕn〉
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or 〈δϕn, i(∓ω1)|δϕm, k(±ω3)〉, that are required several times, can be calcu-
lated once and stored in memory, speeding up the calculation by at least two
orders of magnitude.
3.4 Optimization and Parallelization
In this section we review several improvements that have been made to the
Octopus code to increase its execution speed both in the serial and parallel
cases.
3.4.1 Optimization of grid operations
In order to handle complex grids each grid point is assigned, internally, a
number (see Fig. 3.9). Hence, discretized functions are represented by one-
index vectors, where each value in this one-dimensional space corresponds
to a grid position. Tables are used to map from the one-dimensional space
to grid positions and back.6 Boundary points, required for the application
of differential operators, are assigned numbers at the end of the array, so
functions can be allocated with or without those points.
The advantage of this approach is that any grid shape and boundary
conditions can be considered, while codes based on three-dimensional grids
typically can only work with parallelepipedic boxes. This also simplifies the
code considerably since most operations can be done transparently over the
one-index vectors with a single loop (or using Blas [148] routines).
Particularly important operations are dot products, which we perform us-
ing the Blas functions ddot and zdot. The performance of these operations,
however, is limited by the large amount of memory access operations re-
quired. So, when possible, we group several dot products together as matrix-
vector or, ideally, matrix-matrix multiplications that can be performed more
efficiently by Blas level 2 and 3 routines. For example, in this way the Gram-
Schmidt orthogonalization required for the ground-state calculation can be
executed at a considerable fraction of the peak performance of the processor.
6Since the mapping is complex to generate, it is done at once for all points at the
beginning of the calculation.
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Figure 3.9: Example of the numbering of a 2D grid. Normal grid points
are marked in solid black and boundary points in dashed blue. In green,
neighbours required for the calculation of the order 1 discrete Laplacian.
3.4.2 Optimization of non-local differential operations
The calculation of differential operators is based on high-order finite differ-
ences approximations, where a differential operator is calculated as a sum
of the values of neighbours involved in the calculation of the Laplacian in a
2D grid are shown.) The weights of the discretization only depend on the
number and position of the points considered [149], so for a uniform grid
they are the same for all points.
Note that, here, the differential operators are approximated, while in basis
set calculations differentiation is exact. If N is the order of the approximation
and h the grid spacing, the error is proportional to hN , thus it can be reduced
by increasing the order of the approximation or by reducing the spacing.
In practice, with an order 8 approximation to the Laplacian the error is
negligible in comparison with the error in the approximation of the ionic
potential.
Since we use a one-dimensional representation of the grid points, the
numerical application of the differential operators is more complicated, as
information from neighbouring points is required (see Fig. 3.10a). One option
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is to store the operator as a sparse matrix in compressed form [144], but in
this way we cannot exploit the fact that the weights in the discretization are
constant. The original approach taken in Octopus was to generate a table, B,
where for each point we store an entry with the indices of its neighbours for
each operator (see Fig. 3.10b), so that the action of the differential operator
is calculated as
(Df)n =
Nnb∑
l
wl fB(l,n) . (3.4)
The problem with this approach is that, since the table of neighbours B
is typically one order of magnitude larger than the arrays that contain the
functions, it consumes a considerable amount of memory. Furthermore, the
table must be loaded from memory to the processor each time, limiting the
execution efficiency of the calculation of differential operators. It also forces
the compiler and the processor to treat the access to memory as completely
random, while in practice there is a certain regularity that could be exploited
to increase execution performance.
Therefore, reducing the size of this table is essential for improving the
efficiency in the calculation of differential operators. This can be achieved
by exploiting the redundancy in the information contained in the table. This
redundancy becomes apparent if we write the table in terms of offsets, i.e.
we subtract from each entry the value of the corresponding point
Bs(n, l) = B(n, l)− l . (3.5)
Since the order of the points is lexicographic, it is very likely for entries of
consecutive points in this new table to be equal, the entries only differ when
boundary points are involved (see Fig. 3.10c). Therefore, we can build a new
table Br that contains only the non-repeated entries of Bs, complemented
by two arrays, nmin and nmax
7, that contain the information of the range
of points for each entry of Br (see Fig. 3.10d). For typical grids, Br is
about 10 or 20% of the size of the original B. The differential operator is
now calculated as
(Df)n =
∑
m
nmax(m)∑
n=nmin(m)
Nnb∑
l
wl fn+Br(l,m) . (3.6)
7In practice, nmax(m) = nmin(m+ 1) + 1, but a more general definition is practical to
apply the operator over a non-contiguous range of indices.
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Full neighbors table: B
Point Neighbors
1 16 21 1 2 6
2 17 1 2 3 7
3 18 2 3 4 8
4 19 3 4 5 9
5 20 4 5 22 10
6 1 2 6 7 11
7 2 6 7 8 12
8 3 7 8 9 13
9 4 8 9 10 14
10 5 9 10 24 15
11 6 25 10 12 27
12 7 11 10 13 28
13 8 12 10 14 29
14 9 13 10 15 30
15 10 14 10 26 31
Neighbors offsets table: Bs
Point Neighbors
1 15 20 0 1 5
2 15 -1 0 1 5
3 15 -1 0 1 5
4 15 -1 0 1 5
5 15 -1 0 17 5
6 -5 17 0 1 5
7 -5 -1 0 1 5
8 -5 -1 0 1 5
9 -5 -1 0 1 5
10 -5 -1 0 14 5
11 -5 14 0 1 16
12 -5 -1 0 1 16
13 -5 -1 0 1 16
14 -5 -1 0 1 16
15 -5 -1 0 11 16
Reduced neighbors table: Br
Range Neighbors
1 1 15 20 0 1 5
2 4 15 -1 0 1 5
5 5 15 -1 0 17 5
6 6 -5 17 0 1 5
7 9 -5 -1 0 1 5
10 10 -5 -1 0 14 5
11 11 -5 14 0 1 16
12 14 -5 -1 0 1 16
15 15 -5 -1 0 11 16
c d
a b
Figure 3.10: Example of the reduction process for a table of neighbours. a)
Grid points and numbering scheme. Boundary points are in blue. The (red)
arrows indicate the order in which neighbours are used in the calculation of
the derivatives. b) Full table of neighbours. c) Table of neighbours written
in terms of offsets, entries that are repeated are in green. d) Reduced table
of neighbours, indicating the range of points for each entry.
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Besides the size reduction, formula (3.6) has the additional numerical ad-
vantage that for each m, Br(l,m) can be loaded outside of the sum over n.
The access pattern for f is regular, hence, there is one continuous stream
for each l, and this can be exploited by the processor, as long as there are
sufficient values in range (nmin, nmax). To exploit this advantage in the im-
plementation, the loop associated with the sum over m is unrolled [150] to
a depth of 8 (4 in the complex case), and, if supported by the platform, the
operations are vectorized8.
We compare the performance of the different strategies and implementa-
tions in terms of throughput, i.e. the number of floating point operations per
unit of time. The compared versions are: using the full neighbours tables,
Eq. (3.4), using the reduced table, Eq. (3.6), and the two optimized versions
of this last one, the unrolled version and the vectorized (and unrolled) version.
The results are shown, for two different platforms, in Figs. 3.11 and 3.12. As
we can see, reducing the size of the table does not guarantee an immediate
increase in the performance. On the contrary, the throughput is reduced for
small grids, probably due to the overhead of the extra loop. However, using
the optimized versions of the code yields considerable gains in performance.
In particular, with the vectorized version we can achieve nearly 70% of the
nominal peak performance of the processor in the calculation of a complex
Laplacian. For real Laplacians the advantage of vectorization is smaller.
This is caused by memory alignment issues.9 The loss in performance is less
severe in the Core i7 processor (Fig. 3.12) which has improved support for
non-aligned memory access.
3.4.3 Multi-level parallelization
For the code to run optimally in different kinds of parallel systems, a mul-
tilevel parallelization scheme has been incorporated in Octopus. For the
8The idea of vectorization is to work with blocks of values at a time, applying the
same instructions over all of them. Some modern processors can work with short vectors
(size 2 for double precision) and can operate considerably faster over them than over
single values. The problem with vectorization is that it is not supported by programming
languages and that it is difficult for the compiler to vectorize efficiently. In our case we use
special, platform-dependent, extensions to the C programming language to write explicit
vectorial code for x86 processors (with SSE2 instructions) and for the IBM Blue Gene/P.
9Reading and writing vectors to memory is much faster when the access is guaranteed
to be aligned in memory. For real values this is not the case, therefore, slower memory
access instructions must be used.
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Figure 3.11: Throughput of the Laplacian operator as a function of the
number of grid points for different implementations. The processor is a Core
2 Duo at 2.0 GHz with a peak throughput of 4000 Mflops.
moment three levels of parallelization are available for finite systems:10
• The processors are divided in groups and each group is assigned a num-
ber of orbitals. This is a very efficient scheme for real-time TDDFT,
since the propagation of each orbital is almost independent from the
other orbitals. For other type of calculations the parallelization is not
as straightforward. When doing molecular dynamics, the same groups
are used for parallelization in atoms.
• The real-space is divided in domains assigned to different processors.
This method is general and can be applied to any calculation performed
by Octopus.
10In the case of crystalline systems or finite systems with spin polarisation, an additional
level of parallelization can be used by assigning different K-points or spin-channels to
different processors.
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Figure 3.12: Throughput of the Laplacian operator as a function of the
number of grid points for different implementations. The processor is a Core
i7 at 3.3 GHz with a peak throughput of 6600 Mflops.
• Each process can run several OpenMP threads.
While each parallelization level has its inherent limitations in the scala-
bility, combining them in a multi-level scheme leads to less limitations. For
example, if two independent levels scale to 16 processors with 80% efficiency,
when combined they could scale to 256 processors with an efficiency of 64%.
In Fig. 3.13, we show how Octopus can scale to more than 4000 proces-
sors for a system with less than 700 atoms by combining all three levels of
parallelization.
3.4.4 Parallelization in states
In a real-time TDDFT calculation, it is natural to parallelize the problem
by distributing the Kohn-Sham states over processors since the propagation
of each orbital is fairly independent. Communication is only required once
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Figure 3.13: Scalability of Octopus up to 4096 processor cores in a Blue
Gene/P system. Time propagation of a chlorophyll system with 650 atoms.
Three levels of parallelization were used: states, domains, and threads.
per time-step to calculate quantities that depend on a sum over states: the
time-dependent densities and the forces on the ions. Summing a quantity
over several nodes is called a reduction and the communication cost grows
logarithmically with the number of nodes. The main limitation to this paral-
lelization mode comes from the number of available orbitals: for a reasonable
performance, at least five orbitals per processor are usually needed.
Unfortunately, for methods that rely on orthogonalization procedures, like
ground-state calculations or Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics, the paral-
lelization in states is not as effective and also more difficult to implement. For
the case of the Sternheimer equation, the solution process is independent for
each orbital, but the time required to solve it can be very different. Hence, a
dynamic load balancing scheme is required for an efficient parallelization in
states.
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3.4.5 Parallelization in atoms
When performing molecular dynamics simulations with parallelization in
states, we observed that a considerable part of the computation time is spent
in parts of the code that do not depend on the states (global quantities). The
major contributions come from the re-generation of the ionic potential
vion(r) =
∑
I
vˆlocalI (r −RI) (3.7)
and the calculation of the forces due to the local part of the ionic potential
F localI =
∫
dr
dρ (r)
dr
vˆlocalI (r −RI) . (3.8)
As explained by Amdahl’s law [151], these non-parallelizable parts spoil scal-
ability. As these expressions depend on the atomic index I, we solve the
scalability problems by inducing a complementary parallelization in atoms
that uses the same processor division as the state parallelization. For exam-
ple, to generate the ionic potential, each processor generates the potential for
a subset of the atoms and then a reduction operation is performed to obtain
the total ionic potential.
3.4.6 Parallelization in domains
The basic idea of domain parallelization is to partition the physical space
in several regions that are assigned to different processors, Fig. 3.14. This
is practical in a real-space approach as almost all operations are local or
semi-local in space. The typical communication operations the code has to
perform in this parallelization scheme are:
• Reduction operations: a global sums of one or several values stored in
each domain required for integrals and dot products.
• Communication of boundaries: As the differential operators require
the values of neighbouring points, these values must be obtained from
other processors for the application of the operator near the region
boundaries. In practice, this is done by using ghost points, similar to
boundary points, that contain copies of the values of other grids that
must be updated before applying the operators, see Fig. 3.14.
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Domain A Domain B
Ghost Points of Domain B
Figure 3.14: Example of domain parallelization for a benzene molecule. The
different colours show the different domains that are assigned to different
processors. The enlarged section shows the ghost points in a domain paral-
lelization.
The main challenge in a domain parallelization is the distribution of the
points among processors, especially since the grid can have an arbitrary
shape. The distribution should be such that each processor has an equiva-
lent number of points and that the amount of points to be communicated
by each processor is balanced. Fortunately, there exist software libraries to
perform grid partitioning and Octopus has been interfaced to two of them,
Zoltan [152] and METIS [153]11. Even with these sophisticated partition
schemes, we have detected an unbalancing in the communication costs when
a large number of partitions is used. This is due to an imbalance in both the
number of neighbours (processors to whom we must communicate) and the
number of ghost points.
There are some strategies that we have included in Octopus to reduce the
cost of communication:
• Grouping of reduction operations: In general, communication costs are
highly non-linear with the amount of data sent, as the time required
11We have found that, for our applications, Metis is considerably faster and provides
better partitions than Zoltan, even when Zoltan is parallel and we are only using the
serial version of Metis (a parallel version, ParMetis is available but is not interfaced with
Octopus at the moment).
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to send a small message is dominated by the time required to set up
the message: the latency. By grouping several reduction operations in
a single one, we can reduce the total communication time considerably.
This strategy works well for orthogonalizations, where the whole ma-
trix of overlaps between orbitals can be reduced at once, and for the
application of the non-local potential, where the action of all projectors
on all atoms can be reduced together.
• Overlapping of computing and communication: In the case of the non-
local differential operators that require the updating of ghost points we
profit from the ability of many parallel platforms to communicate while
computing. While we peform the update of the ghost points, we apply
the finite difference operator to the points of the grid that do not require
them. After the communication is finished we apply the operator to
the remaining points. This approach reduces the communication costs
considerably and hides, in part, the load unbalancing produced by the
grid partitioning described earlier.
3.4.7 OpenMP
OpenMP is a standard extension to Fortran, C, and C++ to write multi-
threaded code in a simple and portable way. It is based on directives that
are inserted in normal serial code and that instruct the compiler to generate
parallel code for specific sections of the code. In Octopus, OpenMP is used at
a very low level to parallelize inner loops, like the application of differential
operators, the application of the local and non-local potentials, etc. Other
operations, like orthogonalization need not be parallelized as they can profit
from multi-threaded Blas implementations like GotoBLAS, IBM ESSL, or
Intel MKL. One of the main advantages of OpenMP is that the memory
consumption is almost independent of the number of threads, making it ideal
for systems with SMP nodes that are limited in memory, like the Blue Gene/P
system.
Chapter 4
Applications
4.1 Modified fast Ehrenfest dynamics1
First principles molecular dynamics is usually performed in the framework of
ground-state Born-Oppenheimer calculations or Car-Parrinello schemes. A
major drawback of both methods is the necessity to enforce the orthogonal-
ization of the wave functions, which can become the bottleneck for very large
systems. In Section 2.2.3 we introduced a modified Ehrenfest scheme which
exploits the fact that no orthogonalization is required in Ehrenfest dynamics
and, at the same time, improves upon the size of the required time step.
The latter is usually very small in the normal Ehrenfest scheme. This new
approach, we recall, relies on the electron-nuclei separation ansatz, plus the
classical limit for the nuclei taken through short-wave asymptotics. Then,
the electronic subsystem is handled with time-dependent density-functional
theory. The resulting model consists of two coupled sets of equations: the
time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations for the electrons, and a set of Newto-
nian equation for the nuclei.
In this section we apply systems the modified Ehrenfest dynamics scheme
to some benchmark systems. The objective is to illustrate the properties of
1This section is based on the following articles: X. Andrade, A. Castro, D. Zueco,
J. L. Alonso, P. Echenique, F. Falceto, and A. Rubio, A modified Ehrenfest formalism
for efficient large scale ab-initio molecular dynamics, Journal of Chemical Theory and
Computation 5, 728–742 (2009), and J. L. Alonso, X. Andrade, P. Echenique, F. Falceto,
D. Prada-Gracia, and A. Rubio, Efficient Formalism for Large-Scale Ab Initio Molecular
Dynamics based on Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory, Physical Review Letters
101, 96403 (2008).
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Figure 4.1: KS potential energy EKS[ϕ,R] as a function of the internuclear
distance R in N2 molecule simulations. Starting from below, the gsBO result
[broken (black) line], and µ = 1 [solid (blue) line], µ = 10 [solid (green)
line], µ = 20 [solid (red) line], µ = 30 [solid (violet) line]. Inset: vibrational
frequencies from experiment [154] and calculated from the trajectory using
different values of µ.
the new scheme and compare it to CP in terms of efficiency and physical
accuracy. Unless stated otherwise, the calculations were performed using
LDA approximation to the DFT exchange and correlation functional.
4.1.1 Nitrogen molecule
For the nitrogen molecule, N2, we calculate the ionic trajectories for different
values of µ, the parameter introduced in Eq. (2.23) that controls the modified
Ehrenfest dynamics scheme. We use as initial condition a bond length 10%
larger than the equilibrium one and zero velocities. A time step of µ×0.0012
fs is used and the system is propagated for 242 fs. In Fig. 4.1 we plot
the potential energy as a function of the interatomic distance during the
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Table 4.1: Selected vibrational frequencies (in cm−1) for the Benzene
molecule, obtained using different values of µ.
µ = 1 398 961 1209 1623 3058
µ = 5 396 958 1204 1620 3040
µ = 10 391 928 1185 1611 2969
µ = 15 381 938 1181 1597 2862
trajectory for each run. In the inset we also give the vibrational frequency
for the different values of µ, obtained as the position of the peak in the
Fourier transform of the velocity auto-correlation function. One can see that
for µ = 20 the simulation remains steadily close to the BO potential energy
surface and there is only a 3.4% deviation of the vibrational frequency. For
µ = 30 the system starts to strongly separate from the gsBO surface as we
start to get strong mixing of the ground state BO surfaces with higher energy
BO surfaces. This behaviour is consistent with the physical interpretation
given in section 2.2.3 as for this system µmax ≈ 27.
4.1.2 Benzene
Next, we applied the method to the Benzene molecule. We initialize the
atoms in the equilibrium geometry with a random Maxwell-Boltzmann dis-
tribution of the velocities corresponding to 300 K. Each run was propagated
for ∼ 400 fs with a time step of µ × 0.001 fs which provides a reasonable
convergence in the spectra. Vibrational frequencies were obtained from the
Fourier transform of the velocity auto-correlation function. In Table 4.1,
we show some low, medium, and high frequencies of benzene as a function
of µ. The general trend is a red-shift of the frequencies with increasing µ
with a maximum deviation of 7% between µ = 1 and µ = 15. To make
a direct comparison with experiment, we computed the infrared spectra as
the Fourier transform of the electronic dipole operator. In Fig. 4.2, we show
how the spectra changes with µ. For large µ, besides the red-shift, spurious
peaks appear above the highest vibrational frequency (not shown). This is
probably due to non-adiabatic effect as µmax ≈ 14 if we consider the first
virtual TDDFT excitation energy. We performed equivalent CP calculations
for different values of µCP, and found that, as shown in 4.2, it is possible to
find for each µ, a µCP such that the errors in the two methods are the same.
Having established the link between µ and µCP we address the numerical
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Figure 4.2: Calculated infrared spectrum for benzene for different values of
µ, compared to CP dynamics and to experiment from Ref. [155].
performance of our new method in terms of system size compared to CP. To
this end, we simulated several benzene molecules in a cell. We used a value
of µ = 15 while µCP = 750, values that yield a similar deviation for the BO
surface, according to Fig. 4.2. The time steps used were 3.15 a.u. and 7.26
a.u., respectively. The computational cost is measured as the simulation time
required to propagate one atomic unit of time, as this is an objective measure
for comparing different MD schemes. We performed the comparison both for
serial and parallel calculations; the results are shown in Fig. 4.3. In the serial
case, CP is 3.5 times faster for the smaller system, but the difference reduces
to only 1.7 times faster for the larger one. Extrapolating the results we pre-
dict that the new dynamics will become less demanding than CP for around
1100 atoms. In the parallel case, the performance difference is reduced, CP
being only 2 times faster than our method for small systems, and with a
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crossing point below 750 atoms. This is due to the better scalability of the
Ehrenfest approach, as seen in Fig. 4.3d. Moreover, in our implementation
memory requirements for the Ehrenfest dynamics approach are lower than
for CP: in the case of 480 atoms the ground state calculation requires a max-
imum of 3.5 Gb whereas in the molecular dynamics, Ehrenfest requires 5.6
Gb while CP needs 10.5 Gb. The scaling of the memory requirements is the
same for both methods and we expect the ratio of the memory requirements
to remain the same for all system sizes.
4.1.3 Fullerene molecule
To complete the computational assessment of the new formalism, we calcu-
lated the infrared spectrum of a prototype molecule, C60, for which high qual-
ity experimental data is available [156]. This time we employ the PBE [26]
exchange and correlation functional since it should give slightly better vibra-
tional properties than LDA [157]. For the simulation shown below we use a
value of µ = 5 that provides a reasonable convergence in the spectra. The
calculated IR spectra is in very good agreement with the experiment (see
Fig. 4.4) for both low and high energy peaks. The latter are more sensitive
to the values of µ, as seen in before in Fig. 4.2, which explains the small
deviation from the experimental value for highest energy peaks. The result
is robust and independent of the initial condition of the simulation. The
splitting of the lowest energy peak in the IR spectrum starts to be resolved
for simulation times longer than 2 ps.
4.1.4 Conclusions
In this section we have shown how the modified Ehrenfest scheme preserves
the desirable properties of conventional Ehrenfest scheme while allowing for
a considerable increase of the time step and still keeping the system close to
the Born-Oppenheimer surface. The automatically enforced orthogonaliza-
tion is of fundamental importance for large systems because it reduces the
scaling of the numerical cost with the number of particles and, in addition,
allows for a very efficient parallelization, hence giving the method tremen-
dous potential for applications in computational science. The introduced
parameter µ controls the trade-off between the closeness of the simulation to
the BO surface and the numerical cost of the calculation, analogously to the
role of the fictitious electronic mass in CP. For particular values of µ either
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Figure 4.3: Computational performance of our method, with µ = 15, and
CP, with µCP = 750, for an array of benzene molecules with finite boundary
conditions and a spacing of 0.6 a.u. Performance is measured as the compu-
tational time required to propagate for one atomic unit of time. a) Scheme of
the benzene molecule array. b) Single processor computational cost for dif-
ferent system sizes. Performed in one core of an Intel Xeon E5435 processor.
Inset: Polynomial extrapolation for larger systems. c) Parallel computational
cost for different system sizes. Performed in 32× Intel Itanium 2 (1.66 GHz)
processor cores of a SGI Altix. d) Parallel scaling with respect to the number
of processor for a system of 480 atoms in a SGI Altix system. In both cases a
mixed states-domain parallelization was used to maximize the performance.
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Figure 4.4: Infrared spectrum of C60. The (blue) dashed line corresponds
to the calculated spectrum (µ= 5 and 2 ps of propagation time) while the
black bars are the experimental values from Ref. [156].
Ehrenfest dynamics or Born-Oppenheimer dynamics are recovered. We have
shown that for a certain range of values of µ the dynamics of the fictitious
system is close enough to the Born-Oppenheimer surface while allowing for
a good numerical performance.
We have made direct comparisons of the numerical performance with CP,
and, while quantitatively our results are dependent on the system and the
implementation, they prove that our method can outperform CP for some
relevant systems: large scale systems that are of interest in several research
areas and that can only be studied from first principles MD in massively
parallel computers. To increase its applicability it would be important to
study if the improvements developed to optimize CP can be combined with
our approach [58], in particular, techniques to treat small gap or metallic
systems [158].
Note that the introduction of the parameter µ comes at a cost, as we
change the time scale of the movements of the electrons with respect to the
Ehrenfest case, which implies a shift in the electronic excitation energies.
This must be taken into account to extend the applicability of our method
for metallic, or small-gap systems, non-adiabatic MD and MD under elec-
tromagnetic fields, in particular for the case of Raman spectroscopy, general
resonant vibrational spectroscopy as well as laser induced molecular bond re-
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arrangement. In this respect, we stress that in the examples presented in this
work, we have utilized the new model to perform Ehrenfest dynamics in the
limit where this model tends to ground state, adiabatic MD. In this case, as
it became clear from the examples in this section, the attempt to gain com-
putational performance by enlarging the value of the parameter µ must be
done carefully, since the non-adiabatic influence of the higher lying electronic
states states increases with increasing µ. We believe, however, that there are
a number of avenues to be explored that could reduce this undesired effect;
we are currently exploring the manner in which the ”acceleration” parameter
µ can be introduced while keeping the electronic system more isolated from
the excited states.
Nevertheless, Ehrenfest dynamics incorporates, in principle, the possi-
bility of electronic excitations, and non-adiabaticity. The proper incorpora-
tion of the electronic response is crucial for describing a host of dynamical
processes, including laser-induced chemistry, dynamics at metal or semicon-
ductor surfaces, or electron transfer in molecular, biological, interfacial, or
electro-chemical systems. The two most widely used approaches to account
for non-adiabatic effects are the surface-hopping method and the Ehrenfest
method implemented here. The surface-hopping approach extends the Born-
Oppenheimer framework to the non-adiabatic regime by allowing stochas-
tic electronic transitions subject to a time- and momenta-dependent hop-
ping probability. On the other hand Ehrenfest successfully adds some non-
adiabatic features to molecular dynamics but is rather incomplete. This
approximation can fail either when the nuclei have to be treated as quan-
tum particles (e.g. tunnelling) or when the nuclei respond to the microscopic
fluctuations in the electron charge density (heating) [159] not reproducing
the correct thermal equilibrium between electrons and nuclei. The latter
constitutes a fundamental failure when simulating the vibrational relaxation
of biomolecules in solution. We have briefly addressed these issues in sec-
tion 2.2. As mentioned there, there have been some proposals in the literature
to modify Ehrenfest in order to fulfill Boltzmann equilibrium [160–162].
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4.2 Linear response
In this section we present this results of applying the linear response the-
ory developed in Chapter 2 to the calculation of some molecular properties
such as van der Waals coefficients, optical activity, optical absorption, and
magnetic susceptibilities.
4.2.1 Calculation of van der Waals coefficients2
The van der Waals interaction is a common presence in the worlds of physics,
chemistry, and biology. It is a dispersive force that results from the non-zero
dipole-dipole attraction stemming from transient quantum dipole fluctua-
tions. Hence, it acts between neutral bodies at large separations. It is the
interplay between the electrostatic and dispersive interactions that deter-
mines many interesting phenomena in nature, even in the macroscopic world.
In fact, van der Waals interactions are responsible for the remarkable ability
of geckos to hold on to surfaces [163].
But the realm of van der Waals forces, being quantum in nature, is the
world of atoms and molecules — the nano world. In fact, these forces deter-
mine the structure of DNA molecules and the folding and dynamics of pro-
teins, the orientation of molecules or nano-structures on surfaces, etc. These
forces are also key ingredients in the building and functioning of many of the
systems relevant for the emerging fields of nano-technology and biotechnol-
ogy. It is, therefore, not surprising that the number of theoretical studies
of van der Waals interactions in these systems, has been steadily increasing
over the past years. At the same time, the tools used in these studies have
become increasingly sophisticated and precise.
Typically, van der Waals interactions decay with an inverse power of
the distance between the two bodies. The exponent depends on some char-
acteristics of the bodies, like their dimensionality or their metallic charac-
ter [164]. We illustrate the method with the calculation of C6 between silicon
clusters. The clusters were cut from bulk silicon, and then saturated with
hydrogens along the tetrahedral direction of the surface atoms. The geome-
tries were optimized with the computer code Siesta, [7] employing a double
2This section is part of the following article: S. Botti, A. Castro, X. Andrade, A.
Rubio, and M.A.L. Marques, Cluster-surface and cluster-cluster interactions: Ab initio
calculations and modelling of asymptotic van der Waals forces, Physical Review B 78
035333 (2008).
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ζ with polarisation basis set, and the PBE parameterization [26] for the
exchange-correlation potential. Calculations were performed at zero temper-
ature and fixed geometries. The electron-ion interaction is described through
norm-conserving pseudo-potentials [134] and the LDA [28] is employed in the
adiabatic approximation for the exchange-correlation potential. We restrict
ourselves to the more interesting non-retarded regime, i.e. when the inter-
action between the two clusters is instantaneous. In this case, the van der
Waals interaction energy has an expansion with respect to the inverse of the
intermolecular distance, 1/R, in the form
∆E(R) = −
∞∑
n=6
Cn
Rn
. (4.1)
The first term C6 for a pair of molecules A and B, averaged over all possible
orientations, can be obtained through the Casimir-Polder relation
CAB6 =
3
pi
∫ ∞
0
du α(A)(ι˙u) α(B)(ι˙u) , (4.2)
where α(X)(ι˙u) is the average of the dipole polarisability tensor of molecule
X, α(X), evaluated at the complex frequency ι˙u
α(X)(ι˙u) =
1
3
Tr[α(X)(ι˙u)] . (4.3)
The higher order terms in the expansion (4.1) can similarly be written in
terms of higher order polarisability tensors. For example, the C8 coeffi-
cient depends on the dipole-quadrupole dynamic polarisability (see, e.g.,
Ref. [165]). We focus on the leading term of the expansion, i.e. the Hamaker
constant C6.
The main ingredients to evaluate the van der Waals coefficients are there-
fore the electronic polarisability α of the cluster evaluated at imaginary fre-
quencies.3 We use the Sternheimer method presented previously, for the
calculation of the polarisability at real frequencies. The efficiency of the
3Several different numerical approaches can be found in the literature to calculate
α at imaginary frequencies within TDDFT. For example, linear response theory can be
employed to calculate the density-density response function χ, from which α can be directly
obtained. This approach is quite common and has been used for the calculation of the C6
coefficients of a wealth of molecules and clusters. Alternatively, one can work in real time.
By propagating the Kohn-Sham equations in real time, it is immediate to obtain α(t).
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Sternheimer approach is illustrated by the size of the clusters studied in this
section: up to ∼300 atoms, computed with relatively modest computer sys-
tems. For the time-dependent exchange-correlation potential we used the
adiabatic local density approximation, which has been proved to yield reli-
able results for semi-conducting clusters.
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Figure 4.5: CAB6 Hamaker constants as a function of the square root of
the product of silicon atoms in cluster A and B. As CAB6 scales basically as
the product between the number of (silicon) atoms in A and B, we plot the
Hamaker constants divided by this number. Values of CAB6 when A and B
are the same cluster are plotted as red squares, otherwise they are plotted
as orange dots.
A Laplace transformation of this quantity yields α(iu). A slightly different approach, is
the polarisation propagation technique, whose extension to imaginary frequencies has been
used to compute C6 coefficients [166–169]. For large molecules, Banerjee and Harbola have
proposed the use of orbital free TDDFT, providing satisfactory results for large sodium
clusters [170–172].
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Figure 4.6: London effective frequency ω1 for the silicon clusters under study
as a function of the number of silicon atoms.
From previous experience with optical spectra calculations, we know that
the results would not change significantly with the use of the more sophis-
ticated GGAs. We used a spacing of 0.275 A˚ and the simulation box was
formed from the union of spheres centered around the atoms with radius
4.5 A˚. The integral in Eq. (4.2) was performed with a Gauss-Legendre quadra-
ture using 6 frequency values. With these parameters, we estimate the accu-
racy of our numerical calculations to be better than 5%.
In Fig. 4.5 we show our results for the C6 Hamaker constant between
silicon clusters. As the value of C6 scales as the product of the number of
atoms in cluster A (NASi) and in cluster B (N
B
Si ), we divided the Hamaker con-
stant by NASiN
B
Si to eliminate this dependence. We show constants between
two identical clusters (homo-molecular) as red squares and between different
clusters (hetero-molecular) as orange dots. The values for homo-nuclear sys-
tems are also given in Table 4.2, where we also include the results from the
band polarisation model and the effective medium theory for comparison.
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We see that the largest C6 per atom appears for the smallest system which
consists of two SiH4 clusters. Its value decreases rapidly until slightly above
220 a.u., where it saturates. The few clusters that fall far from the line are
the most asymmetric, for which a description in terms of the average of the
dipole polarisability tensor is not necessarily as good.
To our knowledge, there are no experimental data of C6 between Si clus-
ters to compare to. In fact, it is very difficult to measure Hamaker constants
in an experiment. However, we can be confident that our results are reliable
as we have checked them with the few available experimental and theoretical
data for similar C compounds [173].
The polarisability at imaginary frequencies can be modelled in the Lon-
don approximation by introducing two adjustable parameters: the static
polarisability α(0) and one effective frequency ω1
α(ι˙u) =
α(0)
1 + (u/ω1)2
. (4.4)
If we insert Eq. (4.4) in Eq. (4.2) we obtain a simplified expression for the
homo-molecular Hamaker constant in terms of the two parameters
C6 =
3ω1
4
α2(0) . (4.5)
As we have calculated both C6 and α(0) within TDLDA, it is easy to extract
ω1 from Eq. (4.5). The resulting effective frequencies are plotted in Fig. 4.6,
together with the calculated static polarisabilities per number of Si atoms.
We can observe that ω1 decreases with the number of Si atoms, but the
dependence on the size of the cluster is rather weak, except for the singular
case of the smallest aggregates. In the following, for our model calculations
we use a constant effective frequency of 0.343 Ha.
We have demonstrated how the leading terms of the van der Waals forces
acting between nano-structures can be accurately and inexpensively com-
puted from first principles. The key ingredients can be reliably obtained
with state-of-the-art theoretical schemes and computational procedures. The
dynamical polarisabilities of large nano-structures at imaginary frequencies,
for example, can be safely computed with the Sternheimer reformulation of
time-dependent density-functional theory.
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Table 4.2: Values for the static polarisability α(0), and for the Hamaker
C6 coefficient. We show both the calculated values with (TD)DFT, as well
as the values obtained using a bond polarisation model (BPM) or effective
medium theory (EMT), and the respective percent errors.
α(0)× 10−2 C6 × 10−4 ∆C6/C6 [%]
DFT BPM EMT DFT BPM EMT BPM EMT
SiH4 0.349 0.422 0.337 0.0386 0.0458 0.0340 19 -11
Si2H6 0.678 0.768 0.632 0.136 0.151 0.119 11 -9
Si5H12 1.71 1.80 1.52 0.806 0.836 0.686 4 -15
Si8H18 2.71 2.84 2.40 2.01 2.07 1.72 3 -14
Si10H16 3.12 3.30 2.86 2.68 2.80 2.45 4 -9
Si17H36 5.79 5.95 5.05 8.97 9.09 7.62 1 -15
Si20H30 6.36 6.52 5.68 10.8 10.9 9.64 1 -10
Si22H40 7.47 7.44 6.40 14.5 14.2 12.23 -2 -16
Si32H42 10.0 10.2 8.96 26.5 26.7 24.0 1 -10
Si35H36 10.7 10.8 9.59 29.9 29.8 27.49 -0.3 -8
Si38H42 11.6 11.8 10.5 35.5 35.9 32.8 1 -8
Si47H60 14.9 14.9 13.1 57.6 57.2 51.5 -1 -11
Si56H66 17.6 17.6 15.5 80.0 79.3 72.0 -1 -10
Si66H64 19.9 20.2 18.0 103 105 96.8 2 -6
Si71H84 22.4 22.3 19.7 128 128 116 0 -10
Si74H78 22.8 22.9 20.3 134 134 123 0 -8
Si82H72 24.6 24.8 22.2 156 158 147 1 -6
Si86H78 26.1 26.1 23.4 175 175 163 0 -7
Si87H76 26.2 26.3 23.6 177 177 166 0 -6
Si99H100 30.5 30.4 27.1 238 238 219 0 -8
Si106H120 33.8 33.1 29.3 289 281 256 -3 -11
Si116H102 34.9 35.1 31.4 314 316 295 1 -6
Si123H100 36.8 36.9 33.2 348 349 328 0.3 -6
Si130H98 38.4 38.6 34.9 381 384 363 1 -5
Si136H110 40.7 40.7 36.6 425 426 401 0.2 -6
Si136H120 40.9 41.1 36.9 431 434 406 1 -6
Si147H100 43.5 43.3 39.2 484 481 459 -1 -5
Si159H124 47.2 47.4 42.7 573 578 546 1 -5
Si166H122 49.6 49.2 44.5 627 623 590 -1 -6
Si172H120 50.8 50.8 45.9 661 662 630 0.2 -5
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4.2.2 Electromagnetic properties of boron fullerenes4
The hollow carbon clusters, or “fullerenes”, were theoretical predictions [174–
176] for two decades, until their discovery in 1985 [177]. Recently, Gonzalez
Szwacki et al. [178,179] have predicted the existence of a boron doppelga¨nger
of the C60 fullerene: a B80 cage whose experimental detection seems quite
likely in the near future. Indeed, the nanotubular boron structures were also
suggested by first-principles calculations [180], and later confirmed experi-
mentally [181]. In the same vein, we should also mention the new boron
sheets proposed in Ref. [182], and the corresponding nanotubes proposed in
Ref. [183], that use the same fundamental motif as the B80 cluster.
Like C60, B80 has a remarkable stability (as measured, for example, by its
cohesive energy), a relatively large energy gap between the highest occupied
and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO and LUMO, respectively),
and, like C60, almost Ih symmetry. Even though the original work of Gon-
zalez Szwacki et al. reported an icosaehedral shape, they acknowledged the
existence of several close local minima at distorted geometries. Later it has
been defended that the geometry of the most stable structure seems to be a
slight distortion of the Ih configuration. Both Gopakamur et al. [184,185] and
Baruah et al. [186] further investigated, in detail, the stability of the lowest
energy isomers of B80, and claim that the icosahedral structure is unstable;
the ground state configuration is reported to have, in fact, Th symmetry.
However, the recent work of Sadrzadeh et al [187] has also investigated the
issue, and report very small energy differences (lower than 30 meV) between
the three lowest lying isomers (Ih, Th, and C1), with the icosahedral shape
being, in fact, a close winner.
Unlike C60, B80 accomodates one boron atom in the center of each hexagon,
accounting for the extra 20 atoms. This hexagon reinforcement is necessary
to stabilize the otherwise unstable icosahedral B60 cage. In this manner, the
Aufbau principle proposed by Boustani [188] is respected: stable homoatomic
boron clusters are constructed with two basic bricks: hexagonal pyramids,
B7 (characteristic of convex and quasi-planar clusters), or pentagonal pyra-
mids, B6 (characteristics of open-spherical clusters, such as the prototypical
B12). Alternatively, B80 can also be viewed as six interwoven B20 double-
rings [178, 179]. The inclusion of staggered double rings in the structure of
4This section corresponds to the article by S. Botti, A. Castro, N. N. Lathiotakis,
X. Andrade, and M. A. L. Marques: Optical and magnetic properties of boron fullerenes,
Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 11, 4523 – 4527 (2009).
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boron clusters seems to enhance their stability, see Fig. 4.7, where, among
other structures, both the B20 double-ring cluster and the B80 are depicted.
B20(ring) B38 B44
B80 B92
Figure 4.7: Structures of the boron cages studied in this work.
The existence of cage-like boron conformations should come as no sur-
prise given the rich chemistry of this element: boron nano-structures have
been found in very diverse forms – clusters, [189–196] nanowires [197], or
nanotubes [181, 198, 199]. The family of boron nano-structures is unlimited,
since boron has the property of catenation: it can form structures of arbi-
trary size by linking covalent bonds with itself – a property only shared with
carbon. In fact, a wide variety of polyhedral clusters containing boron have
been known for a very long time, and have been used for a surprisingly large
number of applications [200]. The rich diversity can be explained in terms of
the high coordination number and the short covalent radius usually exhibited
by boron, which leads to the possibility of creating strong directional bonds
with many elements.
Until experimentalists find a way to produce boron fullerenes, first-principle
calculations remain the only route to understand their properties. In this
work we report on the linear response signatures of B80 and some of the
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other stable fullerenes proposed by Gonzalez Szwacki et al.: dynamical po-
larisabilities, static dipole polarisability, and magnetic susceptibilities.
Furthermore, it is interesting to determine if boron fullerenes share the
anomalous magnetic properties present in traditional carbon fullerenes. The
nature and magnitude of the electronic ring currents that circulate around
the carbon rings are intriguing; Elser and Haddon [201, 202] calculated the
contribution of these ring currents to the magnetic susceptibility by making
use of London’s theory [203]. The finding was surprising since this contribu-
tion was found to be vanishingly small. This result was later backed by the
experiment [204]. The measured susceptibility had almost the same value as
the estimated local contributions to the diamagnetism, which implies a small
ring current contribution. However, this fact does not imply that currents
do not circulate around the carbon cycles. The truth is that fullerenes ex-
hibit both diamagnetic and paramagnetic ring currents, which cancel each
other [205]. This result is surprising if we attempt to explain the ring cur-
rent induced magnetism with a more na¨ıve approach – such as Pauling’s
model [206]. It also shows the subtlety of the phenomenon of ring currents
and its effect on the magnetic susceptibility of clusters. Usually they are
linked to the “aromatic” character of a molecule. The “spherical aromatic-
ity” of fullerenes [207], in particular, demands for a careful theoretical study
of the magnetic response. Boron clusters, including boron fullerenes, also
contain rings of delocalized pi orbitals, and its aromatic character has also
been discussed [208, 209]. It is, therefore, in order to investigate, using an
accurate theory, the magnetic properties of the newly proposed B80 and its
family of fullerenes.
We use the cluster geometries reported by Gonzalez Szwacki et al. [178,
179], which are optimized within the DFT framework with the PBE [26]
parametrization. The core electrons were frozen thanks to the ultrasoft Van-
derbilt pseudo-potentials [210]. The geometries, which we used without fur-
ther relaxation, are depicted in Fig. 4.7. Besides the cage solutions, we
include, for completeness, the prototypical B20 ring.
We then performed a Sternheimer calculation, as depicted in section 2.4,
in order to obtain the static magnetic susceptibilities and electric polarisabili-
ties. The optical absorption spectra were obtained using real-time TDDFT.5
The grid spacing was chosen to be 0.18 A˚, and the simulation boxes were
5The total propagation time was chosen to be 30 ~/eV ≈ 20 fs, and the time step
0.002 ~/eV ≈ 1.3 as.
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Table 4.3: HOMO-LUMO gaps (H-L in eV), ionization potentials calculated
through total energy differences (IP in eV), magnetic susceptibilities (χ¯ and
∆χ in cgs ppm/mol), static dipole polarisabilities (α¯ and ∆α in A˚3), and
static dipole polarisabilities per number of boron atoms for the selected boron
clusters. For the two latter quantities, we present both average values (e.g.,
χ¯ = Trχ/3) and anisotropies (e.g., ∆χ =
√
[3Trχ2 − (Trχ)2]/3).
H-L IP χ¯ ∆χ α¯ α¯/N ∆α
B20 (r) 1.45 7.5 -250.2 330.1 44.0 2.20 18.2
B38 0.95 7.4 -468.3 37.7 73.8 1.94 12.3
B44 0.96 7.3 -614.4 156.3 83.1 1.89 15.0
B80 1.01 6.6 219.3 3.9 147.9 1.85 0.5
B92 1.07 6.5 -831.3 0.8 162.6 1.77 0.01
built large enough to ensure the convergence of the results – in practice, by
placing the box boundaries at least 5 A˚ away from the closest atom. In all
calculations, we approximated the exchange and correlation functional by
the PBE [26] parameterization. The HOMO-LUMO gaps calculated in this
way are shown in Table 4.3, and are in very good agreement with previously
published results [178,179].
The magnetic susceptibilities (also given in Table 4.3), show that all clus-
ters studied are diamagnetic, except B80, with the absolute value of the
susceptibility increasing with the number of atoms. Furthermore, the mag-
netic susceptibility tensor is quite isotropic for most fullerene-like clusters,
reflecting the global symmetry of these systems. The exception is obvi-
ously the ring isomer of B20, and to a lesser extent B44. For B80 we find a
completely different situation, with the fullerene being slightly paramagnetic
(χ¯ = 219.3 cgs ppm/mol). The small absolute value for the susceptibility in-
dicates that there is indeed a strong cancellation between the paramagnetic
and diamagnetic currents. This value should be compared to C60 which has
a susceptibility of about -260 cgs ppm/mol [204, 205]. In the C60 case, the
reason for the small diamagnetism is the negligible value of the ring current
susceptibility, i.e., the pi-electron contribution to the susceptibility. The para-
magnetic and diamagnetic ring currents circulating around the pentagons and
hexagons, respectively, cancel each other. In the case of B80, the geometry
is more complex with boron atoms occupying the center of the hexagons,
complicating this simple picture, and leading to a slightly larger value of the
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Figure 4.8: Absorption cross section (in A˚2) for B20 (ring isomer), B38, B44,
B80 (“slightly-off” Ih), and B92 as predicted by TDDFT. Most of the energy
range shown below the calculated ionization potential of these clusters (see
Table 4.3).
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HOMO-5 HOMO
LUMO LUMO+2
Figure 4.9: Kohn-Sham states of the B80 clusters. The states HOMO-1,
HOMO-2, HOMO-3, and HOMO-4 are nearly degenerate with the HOMO,
and very similar to the HOMO. Also, LUMO+1 is similar to LUMO, so
it is not displayed here. The magenta (cyan) isosurface corresponds to the
positive (negative) parts of the wave functions.
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paramagnetic current relative to the diamagnetic term. Like for C60, the
total value for the magnetic susceptibility of B80 depends strongly on the ge-
ometry and, in particular, on the ratio between different B–B bond lengths.
Changing the bond lengths alters the equilibrium between the diamagnetic
and paramagnetic contributions. Since these contributions are both large and
of the same magnitude but with different signs, their sum depends strongly
on small variations of their individual values. To study this effect, we calcu-
lated the magnetic susceptibility for the three different geometries optimized
with the B3LYP functional in Ref. [178]. We found 42.8 cgs ppm/mol for
the Ih geometry, 46.2 cgs ppm/mol for the C1, and 29.7 cgs ppm/mol for the
Th. The differences can be explained by looking at the different B–B bond
lengths. For all structures the length of the bonds connecting the atoms in
the center of the hexagons to their neighbors is around 1.70 A˚ (with some
dispersion especially in the Th geometry). However, for the other two bond-
lengths, dh measuring the side of the hexagons and dp measuring the side of
the pentagons, we can see how the different exchange-correlation functionals
influence the structure. For the cluster optimized with the PBE functional
we find dh ∼ 1.68 A˚ and dp ∼ 1.73 A˚, while the B3LYP yields a small con-
traction of the side of the hexagon to ∼ 1.67 A˚ and a small expansion of the
pentagons to ∼ 1.74 A˚. These are very small differences but, due to the subtle
cancellation between the paramagnetic and diamagnetic currents, they lead
to a large difference in the susceptibility.
Looking at the values for the static polarisability, see Table 4.3, we see
that they increase essentially linearly with the number of boron atoms, with a
slope of approximately 2 A˚3 per atom. The slope, however, decreases slightly
with increasing number of atoms. This simple result reflects the fact that,
as all boron atoms in these clusters have a similar chemical environment, the
static polarisability is mainly additive and determined by the overall size of
the cluster.
More insight can be obtained from the dynamical polarisability, in partic-
ular from the optical absorption cross section spectra given in Figs. 4.8. The
low energy spectrum of the B20 “double ring” isomer [211] is characterized
by well defined peaks, and is dominated by one sharp peak at around 4.8 eV
– which originates from electron fluctuations perpendicular to the cylinder
axis. The absorption strength is suppressed below 4 eV (with the exception
of a couple of small peaks) as the low energy transitions are dipole forbidden.
The spectra of B38, B44 are not so well defined – there are many peaks whose
respective widths overlap, creating a broad, structureless response whose
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onset is below 2 eV. This fact can also be rationalized by looking at their
geometries: these clusters are less symmetric than all the other structures
discussed here (distorted D3 and distorted D3h for B38 and B44, respectively),
and have a larger distribution of bond lengths. The most stable of the clusters
studied, B80, also has some weak absorption peaks in the visible, although
the strongest peaks are positioned at energies higher than 3 eV. Finally, the
absorption cross section of the largest fullerene studied here, B92, is qualita-
tively similar to B80.
It is interesting to compare the results for B80 to the known absorption
spectrum of its carbon counterpart C60. The latter is dominated by a pi-
plasmon at around 6.3 eV [212] and has a large optical gap of more than
3 eV. This is also the typical absorption spectrum of the planar polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons [108, 109]. On the other hand, B80 exhibits a much
smaller optical gap, of around 1.5 eV, and a much less structured spectrum.
This can be explained by two factors. First, the HOMO-LUMO gap of C60
(around 1.6 eV) is larger than the one of B80 (around 1 eV). Looking at the
Kohn-Sham states of B80 around the HOMO-LUMO gap reveals the second
factor, see Fig 4.9. The HOMO state and the other four states immediately
below are located around the three B20 rings and retain a certain “pi-like”
character, i.e. the wave-functions change sign going from outside to inside
the cage. The first occupied state of different character is the HOMO-5,
which is mainly located around the pentagons, but spreading considerably to
other regions of the cluster. The situation is considerably more complicated
for the LUMO states: they are not of “pi-like” symmetry and extend over
considerable regions of the cluster. It is then clear that the dipole matrix
elements between the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied states do not
vanish, as it happens, e.g., for the B20 ring. Therefore, absorption starts a
bit above the HOMO-LUMO gap.
The physical properties of boron fullerenes, and in particular of the sta-
ble B80 are by now fairly well described and understood through theoretical
calculations. Unfortunately, these clusters have not been produced exper-
imentally yet. It is, however, our belief that, like for C60 and the carbon
nanotubes before, the experimental ingenuity will lead to the creation and
detection of these interesting nano-structures in the near future.
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4.2.3 Optical activity6
Certain materials have the property of rotating linearly polarised light. This
effect is usually referred to as optical activity and forms the basis of one of
the most useful spectroscopic techniques in chemistry, biology and materials
science: circular dichroism. In the simplest version of this technique, one
probes either the optical rotatory dispersion (ORD) or the electronic circu-
lar dichroism (ECD). The former approach consists in the measurement of
the change in the angle of polarisation of the incident linearly polarised light
as a function of the wavelength. In ECD measurements the target signal is
the difference in absorption between right and left circularly polarised light
is measured. Due to this difference, an originally linearly polarised light
becomes elliptically polarised as it travels through the medium. Molecular
chirality (left and right handedness) can, hence, be directly probed. Enan-
tiomers, chiral molecules, play a fundamental role in the activity of living
organisms, for example, sugars are right-handed and amino-acids are left-
handed. Also, pharmaceutical science depends largely on chiral recognition,
e.g., thalidomide in its R- specie is effective against morning headaches in
pregnant women but the S- enantiomer produces fetal deformations. There-
fore, the determination and control of the absolute configuration of chiral
molecules is of paramount importance. For example, ECD in the ultraviolet
is used to determine protein secondary structures [213] and the helical struc-
ture of nucleic acids [214] in vacuo. This powerful and sensitive spectroscopic
tool can be extended beyond chiral molecules by placing the target molecule
in a magnetic field so that it becomes optically active. This technique is
known as magneto-chiral dichroism or magnetic circular dichroism (MCD).
It was early recognized that the formulation and implementation of an
efficient and predictive theoretical scheme to address chiroptical properties
in different molecular systems would be instrumental in important fields of
science. In fact, experimental spectra are often hard to interpret, and their
comparison to theoretical models becomes essential to unveil the relevant
structural and dynamical information about the system. It is not surprising,
therefore, that a considerable amount of effort has been devoted in the past
decades in the development of such theoretical schemes [215–217].
6This section is part of the article by D. Varsano, L. A. Espinosa Leal, X. Andrade, M.
A. L. Marques, R. di Felice, and A. Rubio: Towards a gauge invariant method for molecular
chiroptical properties in TDDFT, Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 11, 4481 – 4489
(2009).
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In the present work, we follow the approaches based on two different
TDDFT formulations, real-time propagation and Sternheimer linear response
as introduced in section 2.7. We show that the enforcement of gauge invari-
ance, as introduced in section 2.6.2 is fundamental to get a reliable description
of the molecular dichroic response.
The two approaches, real-time and Sternheimer, are used for distinct
purposes. For the calculation of ECD spectra, related to the imaginary part
of ξ¯, the two methods give equivalent results. Here we present the results
of the time-propagation, which is computationally more efficient than the
Sternheimer approach. For the real part of ξ¯, related to the ORD, we used
the Sternheimer approach, because time-propagation results lack the required
numerical precision.7
For all systems we used the same set of simulation parameters that ensure
a proper convergence of the results.8 We have observed that these parameters
are more strict than what is required for total energy or optical absorption
calculations.
As a first test case, we have chosen the enantiomeric species methyloxi-
rane (also known as propylene oxide). Methyloxirane is one of the most
typical benchmarks for optical activity calculations, and it has been exten-
sively studied in the past with different ab-initio techniques [219, 220]. The
structure of R-methyloxirane was taken from Ref. [221], where it was opti-
mized at the SCF level using a 4-31G* basis-set and considering all degrees
of freedom, with the exception of the C–H bond length.9
The absorption and ECD spectra calculated in the time-propagation
scheme are shown in Fig. 4.10. The spectra show the correct features ex-
pected for two enantiomeric species, i.e. an identical absorption spectrum
(top panel) and ECD spectra with opposite signs at all frequencies (bottom
panel). When compared with experimental results (center panel in Fig. 4.10)
7The real part as obtained from a direct Fourier transform of the angular momentum
is very unstable below the first excitation. This was also observed in Ref. [218] where a
Kramers-Kroning transformation of the imaginary part was used to get the real part.
8The grid was constructed considering overlapping spheres with a radius of 8.0 A˚ cen-
tered around each atom with a grid spacing of 0.20 A˚. For the time-propagation scheme a
Lanczos exponential method was used with a time-step of 0.02 ~/eV and a total time of
24 ~/eV.
9This structure was adopted so that our results are exactly comparable to those theo-
retical data. However, we also computed the optical spectra for a structure relaxed at the
(B3LYP/cc-pVTZ) level, obtaining no significant deviations relative to the results shown
in Fig. 4.10.
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the calculations yield the correct shape and the correct sign in the ECD. The
spectral positions of the peaks are underestimated by about 1.0 eV relative to
the experimental data. This underestimation of the lowest excitation energies
has already been discussed (see for example Refs. [219, 222] and Ref. [223])
and can be probably ascribed to the approximation in the exchange and
correlation functional (we return to this point later).
The real part of ξ was studied using the Sternheimer scheme for an en-
ergy range between 0 and 4 eV. The results are detailed in Fig. 4.11, along
with some reference theoretical and experimental data. In this case we have
also studied the impact on the optical results of using different exchange-
correlation functionals in the ground-state calculations. In particular, we
have determined the ground state of the molecule by using two different
functionals, namely LDA and exact exchange within the KLI approximation
(EXX-KLI) [224, 225]. The adiabatic LDA kernel was used in both cases
to take into account the exchange and correlation effects in the response.
We can see in Fig. 4.11 that our calculations agree in shape and order of
magnitude with the reference calculations and experimental results. The
EXX-KLI/ALDA approximation is in agreement with the experimental value
at 3.49 eV but not with the one at 2.1 eV, where B3LYP and Hartree-Fock
calculations perform better, mainly due to the larger gap [226].
We now present the calculated ECD spectra for three different alkene
molecules: trans-cyclooctene, β-pinene and α- pinene. These molecules were
chosen due to availability of gas-phase experimental data of ECD in a large
range of frequencies (5–9 eV)10 and of quantum-chemistry and TDDFT re-
sults. Hence, they constitute a valid benchmark to evaluate the performance
of the computational scheme described in this article. The structures of the
molecules are taken from the supporting information of Ref. [230], and were
obtained via Monte Carlo searching and subsequent relaxation using DFT at
the B3LYP/6-31G* level.
The calculated rotatory strength functions are shown and compared with
experimental data in Figs. 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14. The most important bands
that constitute the ECD spectra are indicated with capital letters. For all
molecules studied here, the calculated rotational strength function presents
a very good qualitative agreement for what concerns both the sign and the
10Our calculations do not take into account the solvent, while most experiments are
done in solution. Therefore, for a benchmark of our theory the existence of experimental
gas-phase data is compelling.
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Figure 4.10: Top panel: Calculated absorption spectrum for R- (red solid)
and S- (blue dotted) methyloxirane. For comparison the experimental re-
sults [221] (green dashed-dotted) are given. Center panel: Experimental
results for the ECD of R,S -methyloxirane species (green-dotted-dashed and
black-dotted, respectively) reproduced from Ref. [221]. Bottom panel: Cal-
culated ECD of R,S -methyloxirane species (red solid and blue dotted lines,
respectively). The results obtained with the Sternheimer equation are indis-
tinguishable from those reported here from time-dependent propagation.
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Figure 4.11: Calculated Re
[
ξ¯(ω)
]
for S-methyloxirane using two different
exchange and correlation potentials, LDA (solid-blue) and EXX-KLI (dotted-
red), for the ground state Hamiltonian (in both cases the adiabatic LDA
kernel was used for the response). For comparison, experimental values at
2.1 eV [227] and 3.49 eV [228] (black dots), as well as Hartree-Fock (green-
dashed) and B3LYP (indigo-dashed-dotted) [229] computed data, are given.
shape of the spectra. The experimental peaks are often due to a superposi-
tion of several electronic transitions, and for this reason the calculated spectra
(bottom panels of Figs. 4.12–4.14) are shown for two values of broadening
given by the parameter δ of Eq. (2.85): the larger one (solid red) is adopted to
simulate the bandwidth of the experiments,11 the smaller one (dotted blue)
is adopted to resolve the underlying excitations beneath each peak. Looking
at the position of the excitation energies, we observe a systematic underesti-
mation with respect to the experimental value, ranging from 0.7 eV to 0.8 eV
11Beside the superposition of different excitations that are not resolved in the experi-
ment, the bandwidth is also determined by temperature and vibrionic effects that are not
taken into account in our work
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Figure 4.12: Computed ECD Spectrum of S-trans-cyclooctene (bottom)
and experimental results for the same molecular species in the gas phase
(top). The theoretical rotatory strength function (red-dashed, blue-dotted)
was calculated for two different values of the broadening, as detailed in the
legend. The experimental data is reproduced from Ref. [231]
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Figure 4.13: Computed ECD Spectrum of 1S,5S-β-pinene (bottom) and ex-
perimental results for the same molecular species in the gas phase (top). The
theoretical rotatory strength function (red-dashed, blue-dotted) was calcu-
lated for two different values of the broadening, as detailed in the legend.
The experimental data is reproduced from Ref. [231]
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Figure 4.14: Computed ECD Spectrum of 1R,5R-α-pinene (bottom) and
experimental results for the same molecular species in the gas phase (top).
The theoretical rotatory strength function (red-dashed, blue-dotted) was cal-
culated for two different values of the broadening, as detailed in the legend.
The experimental data is reproduced from Ref. [231].
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for the first peak, and a similar trend for the rest of the spectra. The effect
of the ground state geometry on the ECD spectrum for these systems has
been investigated in detail by McCann and Stephens [230], concluding that
it plays only a minor role. This discrepancy should, therefore, be ascribed to
another source. The most probable origin is the approximation used for the
exchange and correlation functional. McCann and Stephens [230] also showed
that the excitation energies strongly depend on the used functional for these
molecules, observing a systematic underestimation by 0.3–0.4 eV relative to
experimental data when the B3LYP functional is used. The same effect is
observed for α-pinene in Ref. [232], where an underestimation by 0.53 eV
and 0.33 eV is found using the BP86 [24, 233] and B3LYP [234] function-
als, respectively. BHLYP [24,235] and post Hartree-Fock methods (Coupled
Cluster CC2 and Multi-reference MP2) usually overestimate the frequencies
of the peaks. It is not surprising that we observe the same trend of under-
estimating the frequencies in our work. The lowest excitations of the alkene
molecules, for example, contain a large participation of Rydberg states that
are not well described by the functional used here due to the lack of the 1/r
tail in the potential. Indeed using a potential behaving as 1/r, improved re-
sults may be obtained, yet not in quantitative agreement with experimental
data. In our case, what is remarkable is that, in spite of the fact that the
spectra are shifted, the relative differences of excitation energies, as well as
the relative intensities, are well reproduced. Apart from the systematic red-
shift of the peaks, our method reproduces all the main experimental features
for the studied molecules, even for the high-energy part of the spectrum.
For the trans-cyclooctene molecule, Fig. 4.12, we obtain the main ex-
perimental features, namely the positive peak A, the shoulder B and the
huge negative peak C. Both B and C are critical to reproduce in calcula-
tions. For instance, Diedrich and Grimme [236] were not able to reveal these
fingerprints by a TDDFT calculation using the sum over states and the BH-
LYP hybrid functional. Instead, in the same reference they attained a very
good agreement with the experimental results by using a multi-reference CI
method.
Also, for the β and α-pinene, Figs. 4.13 and 4.14, we observe the correct
sign and shape of the peaks. Our computed ECD spectrum for β-pinene is
very similar to the results of a B3LYP calculation [230]. For α-pinene pre-
vious B3LYP [230,232] and CC2 [232] calculations predicted a huge positive
and negative peak, respectively, around 7 eV, which is not present in the
experimental data. Instead, we are able to reproduce the plateau at high en-
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ergy (D), which becomes evident by using a broadening factor of δ=0.2 eV.
The better agreement is due to the several factors that differentiate our
method from a sum over states formulation in a basis set representation:
the systematic convergence of the discretization parameters that ensure that
the electronic system will not be artificially constrained, the fact that the
present method does not require unoccupied states, and finally, the inclu-
sion of self-consistency effects of the Hartree and exchange and correlation
kernels.
4.2.4 Conclusions
We have presented several different applications of the linear response theory
that we have developed and implemented. The applications cover a range
of electromagnetic properties beyond the commonly calculated optical re-
sponse. The two TDDFT formalisms we apply are complementary. In some
cases it is more convenient to use time-propagation, e.g. when a full spec-
trum is desired, and in other situations Sternheimer linear response is more
appropriate, e.g. for low frequency or static properties.
The results of our calculations are generally in good agreement with ex-
periments when experimental data is available, especially looking at the
shapes of the spectra. However, some of the shortcoming of TDDFT ap-
pear, especially in the quantitative description of excitation energies where
a better description of the exchange and correlation effects beyond present
functionals is required in some cases. Note, however, that our method is
general and not restricted to any given functional. In the future, we need
to develop a method to treat the response to time-dependent magnetic per-
turbations while including non-local pseudo-potentials. This will allow us
to calculate dynamical magnetic susceptibilities or other dynamical response
properties with a magnetic component.
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4.3 Non-linear response
In this section we apply our method for non-linear response calculations,
introduced in section 2.5.2, to some small molecules for which experimental
results are available. Given its importance, we explore the results for the
chloroform molecule in detail.
4.3.1 Electric polarisabilities and hyperpolarisabilities
of small molecules: CO, H2O and paranitroani-
line12
We illustrate the implementation of the Sternheimer method for linear and
non-linear electric response by applying it to some simple molecules that
have been well studied both experimentally and theoretically: CO, H2O,
and paranitroaniline (PNA). In all our calculations we took the experimen-
tal geometries13 and selected the grid parameters so hyperpolarisabilities are
converged to better than 1%.14 As expected, the simulation boxes required
to converge the hyperpolarisabilities were much larger than the ones typically
used in ground-state calculations, as these quantities have sizeable contribu-
tions from the regions far away from the nuclei. The required simulation
box size also depends on the frequency of the perturbation, being larger for
higher frequencies. Finally, we used the LDA to approximate the exchange-
correlation functional.
We start our discussion with CO. The results for static properties are
displayed in Table 4.4. The results fully agree with the other DFT-LDA
calculations. Compared to more sophisticated quantum chemistry methods,
12This section is part of the article by X. Andrade, S. Botti, M.A.L. Marques, and
A. Rubio, A time-dependent density functional theory scheme for efficient calculations of
dynamic (hyper)polarizabilities, Journal of Chemical Physics 126 184106 (2007).
13rCO = 1.13 A˚; rHO = 0.957 A˚, ∠ ˆHOH = 104.5o; the experimental geometry of PNA
determined through X-ray crystallography can be found in Ref. [237]. There are two CH
distances missing from the crystallographic data. For these we followed Ref. [238] and
took their theoretical values (see Table 1 of Ref. [239]). In all cases, the dipole moment of
the molecule was taken perpendicular to the z axis, for H2O the molecule was considered
in the yz plane, and in the case of PNA it was taken in the xz plane.
14We used a simulation box composed of spheres centered at each atomic position, with
a radius of 9.5 A˚ for CO, 7.4 A˚ for H2O and 5.3 A˚ for PNA. The points were distributed
in a regular grid with spacing 0.20 A˚ for CO, 0.17 A˚ for H2O, and 0.19 A˚ for PNA.
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Table 4.4: Comparison of static polarisabilities and hyperpolarisabilities for
CO. Results are in atomic units. aFinite differences results from Ref. [240].
bExperimental result from Ref. [241]. cLDA basis set results from Ref. [242].
dExperimental result from Ref. [243]. eLDA basis set results from Ref. [244].
This work LDA HFa MP4a CCSD(T)a Exp.
µ 0.0631 -0.1052 0.0905 0.057 0.0481b
αxx 12.55 11.25 12.00 11.97
αzz 15.82 14.42 15.53 15.63
α¯ 13.64 13.87c 12.31 13.18 13.19 13.09d
βxxz 8.35 8.24
e 5.0 8.3 8.4
βzzz 33.34 33.52
e 31.1 28.3 30.0
β‖ 30.03 30.00e 24.8 27.0 28.0
the LDA overestimates the values for the polarisabilities and the hyperpo-
larisabilities. This, as mentioned before, comes from a deficiency in the
asymptotic region of the LDA potential.
We now turn to the dynamic properties. In Fig. 4.15 we plot the ab-
sorption cross section of the CO molecule obtained with our approach, and
compare it to the spectrum obtained through the direct solution of the time-
dependent Kohn-Sham equations in real-time. As expected, the two calcu-
lations agree perfectly, which validates our numerical implementation of the
Sternheimer equations. Note that, even if both methods have identical scal-
ings, the solution of the Sternheimer equation still has a larger prefactor if
the whole spectrum is required. This is due to the ill-conditioning of the
linear system close to resonances. From Fig. 4.15 it is clear that the two
theoretical results are red-shifted with respect to the experimental curve.
In Fig. 4.16 we present our calculation of the second harmonic generation
spectrum, β||(−2ω;ω, ω), of CO, together with the available experimental
results [247] and previous theoretical data [238]. Our results agree very well
with previous DFT results using the LDA. We can also see that the use of the
generalized gradient approximation BLYP [24, 235] does not change signifi-
cantly the results. Using a hybrid functional, the B3LYP functional [234],
does reduce the error, while Hartree-Fock (HF) results underestimate the
value for the hyperpolarisability. The best results are, as expected, obtained
by coupled cluster calculations using singles and doubles (CCSD).
Now we turn to the H2O molecule. To test our implementation, we show,
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Figure 4.15: Average photo-absorption cross section of the CO molecule,
calculated within the adiabatic LDA. The line corresponds to the results
obtained through the solution of the Sternheimer equation, while the dots are
obtained by solving the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equation in real-time.
Low resolution experimental absorption cross-section from Ref. [245]. For
a more detailed comparison, the relevant experimental excitation energies
are at: 8.51 eV (A1Π), 10.78 eV (B1Σ+), 11.40 eV (C1Σ+), and 11.53 eV
(E1Π) [245,246].
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Figure 4.16: Second harmonic generation β||(−2ω;ω, ω) of CO. The inset
shows a comparison of the results of this work (TDLDA) with other available
results. Exp: Experimental results from Ref. [247]; HF: Hartree Fock results
from Ref. [238]; LDA, BLYP, B3LYP: DFT results from Ref. [238]; CCSD:
Coupled cluster results from Ref. [238].
Table 4.5: Tensor components for second harmonic generation β(−2ω;ω, ω)
of H2O.
aBasis set calculations from Ref. [238].
ω =0.00 eV ω =1.79 eV ω =1.96 eV
This work LDAa This work LDAa This work LDAa
βzzz -21.23 -19.14 -27.67 -25.22 -29.37 -26.81
βzxx -9.84 -8.82 -12.89 -11.45 -13.68 -12.11
βxxz -9.84 -8.82 -16.87 -15.57 -19.28 -17.90
βzyy -12.08 -11.67 -14.94 -14.39 -15.68 -15.09
βyyz -12.08 -11.67 -14.48 -13.99 -15.06 -14.56
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Table 4.6: Comparison of (hyper)polarisabilities of H2O for different DFT
calculations, dynamic results for ω = 1.79 [eV]. CCSD(T) and experimental
values are given as reference. aGrid based calculations from Ref. [89]; bBasis
set calculations from Ref. [238]; cResults from Ref. [248]; dExperimental result
from Ref. [249]; eExperimental result from Ref. [250];
α(0, 0) β‖(0; 0, 0) β‖(0;ω,−ω) β‖(−2ω;ω, ω)
This work (TDLDA) 10.51 -25.89 -28.33 -34.71
This work (KLI/ALDA) 8.61 -11.75 -12.43 -14.03
LDAa 10.5 -26.1 -28.6 -35.1
BLYPa 10.8 -27.9 -30.9 -38.8
LB94a 9.64 -17.8 -17.7 -20.3
LDAb 10.63 -23.78 -26.09 -32.12
BLYPb 10.77 -23.65 -26.11 -32.76
B3LYPb 9.81 -18.54 -20.11 -24.11
HFb 8.53 -10.73 -11.27 -12.52
CCSD(T)c 9.79 -18.0 -19.0 -21.1
exp. 9.81d -22±9e
in Table 4.5, the different components of the hyperpolarisability tensor for
ω = 0 eV, 1.79 eV, and 1.96 eV. We see that our results compare well to
previous theoretical work [238]. The small difference can be explained by the
different numerical methodologies, real-space grid and pseudo-potentials in
our case and basis sets in Ref. [238].
In Table 4.6 we show the static polarisability, α(0, 0), the static first hy-
perpolarisability, β‖(0; 0, 0), the optical rectification, β‖(0;ω,−ω), and sec-
ond harmonic generation, β‖(−2ω;ω, ω) for water. All dynamic values were
calculated for ω = 1.79 eV. This time we have also included results with
the orbital dependent exact-exchange potential, in the KLI approximation,
combined with the ALDA exchange-correlation kernel. Concerning the LDA
values, we can also see that our results fully agree with the results of Ref. [89]
that also uses a grid based representation, while basis-set results from Ref. [238]
differ by less than 10%. We can see that all LDA and BLYP values overes-
timate the magnitude of (hyper)polarisabilities with respect to experiment
and coupled cluster calculations. The use of more sophisticated exchange
correlation functionals, like LB94 or B3LYP, improves significantly the re-
sults, while the KLI/ALDA scheme underestimates the magnitude of (hy-
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per)polarisabilities similar to Hartee-Fock results.
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Figure 4.17: Calculated optical rectification β‖ (0;ω;−ω) of H2O.
To conclude the discussion of water results, we plot, in Fig. 4.17, the fre-
quency dependence of the optical rectification in the visible and near ultravio-
let regimes. It is clear that our method not only works for small non-resonant
frequencies but also in the more complicated resonant regime.15
Finally, we turn to a larger molecule: paranitroaniline. Our results for the
second harmonic generation process in this molecule are given in Fig. 4.18.
There are two experiments available: i) a gas phase experiment [101] per-
formed for a single frequency; and ii) paranitroaniline in solvent for sev-
eral frequencies [251]. The latter were corrected for the presence of the
solvent, but this correction is clearly incomplete as the value from Ref. [251],
ω = 1.17 eV, is still 10% larger than the gas phase measurement [101]. We
include also other theoretical values using DFT [244, 252] and CCSD [238].
15We note that we have not included the ionic contribution to the non-linear response
and that might be large for water structures.
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Figure 4.18: Second harmonic generation β||(−2ω;ω, ω) of paranitroaniline.
Note that the y axis in the bottom panel is in logarithmic scale. exp. solv.:
Solvent phase experimental results from Ref. [251]; exp. gas: Gas phase
experimental results from Ref. [101]; LDA/ALDA, LB94/ALDA: DFT basis
set results from Ref. [244]; B3LYP: DFT basis set results from Ref. [252];
CCSD: Coupled cluster results from Ref. [238]. Some references use a differ-
ent convention to define hyperpolarisabilities, all the values shown here have
been converted to convention AB [94].
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We can observe that our results underestimate the solvent experimental re-
sults by about 15% for all available frequencies. In comparison, B3LYP and
CCSD results are seriously too small at high frequencies, with values that
are around 40-50% smaller than experiment. We think that the reason for
this discrepancy is the better description of the hyperpolarizabilities near
resonance within our method. Furthermore, we use a grid based representa-
tion that describes better the regions far from the nuclei in comparison with
localized basis sets, allowing for larger flexibility in capturing the dynamic
changes in the wave functions.
4.3.2 The hyperpolarisability of chloroform16
Chloroform (CHCl3) is a widely used solvent in measurements of non-linear
optical properties of organic chromophores, using techniques such as electric-
field-induced second-harmonic generation (EFISH) and hyper-Rayleigh scat-
tering (HRS) [101, 102]. It is sometimes also used as an internal reference.
Thus for calibration purposes either absolute measurements or ab initio cal-
culations are needed to convert between the different combinations of ten-
sor components of the hyperpolarisability measured in the EFISH and HRS
experiments. However, older calculations which have been recognized as
unsatisfactory by their authors [87] have heretofore been used for such con-
versions [101]. Consequently, there is a need for more accurate ab initio
calculations.
Compared to typical experimental errors, the hyperpolarisability of chlo-
roform is relatively small, and the available measurements have both positive
and negative values, with large error bars [101,253]. Similarly, this non-linear
property has proved to be quite difficult to calculate theoretically, and ex-
hibits a large dependence on the quality of the basis set used, both for DFT
and coupled-cluster methods [254, 255]. In this section we investigate the
reasons for these difficulties using real-space grids.
Our best results point to the need for a well balanced description of all
16This section is part of the article by F. D. Vila, D. A. Strubbe, Y. Takimoto, X. An-
drade, A. Rubio, S. G. Louie, and J. J. Rehr, Basis set effects on the hyperpolarizability
of CHCl3 : Gaussian-type orbitals, numerical basis sets and real-space grids, recently ac-
cepted for publication in Journal of Chemical Physics (arXiv:1003.5878v1 [physics.chem-
ph]). Here we only present the results based on our real-space grid implementation and
refer to the publication for a comparison with calculation using basis sets (Gaussians and
numerical atomic orbitals).
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regions of the system, i.e. the outlying regions of the molecule, the short
C-H bond and the Cl atoms. A key finding is that the local contributions
to the βzzz response of the Cl atoms and the C-H bond are of opposite sign
and tend to cancel, thus explaining the relatively slow convergence of this
component with respect to the basis-set size. This behavior, together with
the near cancellation of the βyyz and βzzz components, leads to the relatively
small value of β‖ of chloroform. By contrast, the HRS hyperpolarisability
converges much more easily since it is an incoherent process and is mostly a
sum of squares of tensor components that do not cancel.
Unless noted explicitly, the experimental molecular geometry from Ref. [256]
was used throughout this work: rCH = 1.080 A˚, rCCl = 1.760 A˚, and
∠HCCl = 108.23 deg. The center of mass of the molecule was located at
the origin, and was oriented with the CH bond along the positive z-direction
and one HCCl angle in the yz-plane. Since chloroform has C3v point-group
symmetry, the following symmetry relations hold: αxx = αyy, βxxy = −βyyy,
and βxxz = βyyz. In the static case Kleinman symmetry [257] also applies.
Thus the αyy, αzz, βyyy, βyyz, and βzzz components fully describe the polaris-
ability and hyperpolarisability tensors; all other permutations of the indices
are equivalent. In the dynamic case at non-zero frequency, however, the com-
ponents of βijk (−2ω;ω, ω) are not all equivalent: βyyz = βyzy 6= βzyy. We
use the Taylor convention for hyperpolarisabilities [94].
From our data we can calculate the isotropically averaged polarisability
α¯ = 1
3
∑
i αii and the EFISH hyperpolarisability in the direction of the dipole
moment β‖i = 15
∑
j (βijj + βjij + βjji). In the C3v point group, these rela-
tions reduce to α¯ = 1
3
(2αyy + αzz), β‖z = 35(2βyyz + βzzz). We also calculate
the hyperpolarisability for hyper-Rayleigh scattering in the VV polarisation,
as given by Cyvin et al. [100] for the static case (where Kleinman symmetry
holds) and the generalization of Bersohn et al. [258] for the dynamic case. In
the static case, for C3v symmetry,[
βVVHRS
]2
=
8
35
β2yyy +
1
7
β2zzz +
24
35
β2yyz +
12
35
βyyzβzzz. (4.6)
This quantity has only been measured for liquid chloroform [101]; measure-
ments are not available for the gas phase.
The polarisability and hyperpolarisability were calculated using a real-
space grid by linear response via the Sternheimer equation and the 2n + 1
theorem as explained in chapters 2 and 3. The molecule was studied as a
finite system, with zero boundary conditions on a large sphere surrounding
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the molecule, as described below. Convergence was tested with respect to
the spacing of the real-space grid and the radius of the spherical domain.
The grid spacing required is determined largely by the pseudopotential, as it
governs the fineness with which spatial variations of the wave-functions can
be described, as well as the accuracy of the finite-difference evaluation of the
kinetic-energy operator. The sphere radius determines the maximum spatial
extent of the wave-functions. With tight numerical tolerances in solving the
ground state and the Sternheimer equation, we can achieve a precision of
0.01 au or better in the converged values of the tensor components of β. For
comparison to the non-linear experiments, which used incoming photons of
wavelength 1064 nm (1.165 eV), we also performed dynamical calculations
at this frequency.
Structure
Although all the results, presented here, were obtained for the experimental
geometry determined by Colmont et al. [256], we briefly discuss the effect
of the structural parameters on the dielectric properties. We compare prop-
erties obtained for experimental structures [256, 259] with theoretical struc-
tures optimized using the PBE functional, one obtained with the 4Z basis
in Gaussian03 [254], and the other with a real-space grid in Octopus. The
parameters for each structure are listed in Table 4.7. Our calculations show
that the dipole moment and polarisability are not affected much, but the hy-
perpolarisability varies significantly with structure, see Table 4.8. Individual
tensor components of the hyperpolarisability do not change by more than
∼30%, but since β‖ is a sum of large positive and negative components, it
can change sign, and change by orders of magnitude depending on the struc-
ture. Note, however, that all geometries give results consistent with the large
relative error bar on the gas-phase experimental value of 1 ± 4 a.u. [101].
(Hyper)polarisabilities
Convergence of the dipole moment, polarisability, and hyperpolarisability is
illustrated in Table 4.9. The total energy was well converged for a spacing of
0.35 a0 (equivalent plane-wave cutoff = 20 Ry) and a sphere radius of 12 a0.
The dipole moment was also well converged with that basis. However, to con-
verge β‖ to better than 0.01 a.u., a spacing of 0.25 a0 (equivalent plane-wave
cutoff = 40 Ry) and a sphere radius of 22 a0 was required. The convergence
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Table 4.7: Structural parameters used in the study of the variation of the
dielectric properties of CHCl3 with structure. Bond lengths are in A˚ and
angles in degrees. The experimental structure from Ref. [256] was used for
all our subsequent calculations.
Source r(C-H) r(C-Cl) ∠ HCCl
Jen expt. [259] 1.100 ± 0.004 1.758 ± 0.001 107.6 ± 0.2
Colmont expt. [256] 1.080 ± 0.002 1.760 ± 0.002 108.23 ± 0.02
PBE/4Z [254] 1.090 1.779 107.7
PBE/RS 1.084 1.769 107.6
of the tensor components of β is similar to that of β‖ in absolute terms, i.e.
they are also converged to 0.01 a.u. or better with these parameters. Gen-
erally, the magnitude of β‖ decreases with smaller spacing and larger radius
as the cancellation between the tensor components improves.
Finite-differences calculations were done with the converged grid spac-
ing of 0.25 a0, and a sphere radius of 22 a0, for comparison to the Stern-
heimer calculation with the same grid parameters. The differences between
the linear-response and finite-difference calculations are small, showing that
the field strength of 0.01 a.u. is indeed in the linear regime. The linear re-
sponse density ρ
(1)
z (r) and polarisability density αzz(r) are virtually identical
between the finite-difference and linear-response calculations.
Calculations at 1064 nm with the same grid parameters show increases
of about 1% in the polarisability, and 10-20% in the hyperpolarisability, as
compared to the static case. We find a small violation of Kleinman symmetry
here, in that βyyz = -18.945 a.u. whereas βzyy = -19.448 a.u..
Linear and non-linear response densities
The origin of the slow convergence of the response properties is difficult to
determine just by analyzing their total values for different basis sets. We have
found that the differences and similarities between those values can be visu-
alized by computing the real-space distribution of the linear and non-linear
response densities, as well as the associated polarisability and hyperpolaris-
ability densities. The first-order response density is defined as
ρ(1)z (r) =
∂ρ
∂Ez , (4.7)
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and the linear polarisability density αzz (r) as
αzz (r) = ρ
(1)
z (r) z. (4.8)
The second-order response density and associated hyperpolarisability density
are defined similarly:
ρ(2)zz (r) =
∂2ρ
∂E2z
, (4.9)
βzzz (r) = ρ
(2)
zz (r) z. (4.10)
These response densities are all calculated by finite differences. Since the
Sternheimer approach, as currently formulated, provides only the linear re-
sponse density and polarisability density, but not the non-linear response and
hyperpolarisability densities as defined here.17
Figure 4.19 shows the linear response density ρ
(1)
z (r) and the polarisabil-
ity density βzzz(r) calculated with the PBE functional. The polarisability
density reveals the spatial contributions to the total polarisability. For the
most part, this property is localized to within ∼ 6 a.u. of the center of the
molecule, explaining its quick convergence with respect to the radius of the
box. The spatial distributions of the non-linear response density ρ
(2)
zz (r) and
hyperpolarisability density βzzz(r) are shown in Figure 4.20. The hyperpo-
larisability density is more delocalized than the polarisability, extending up
to ∼ 8 a.u. from the center, thus stressing the importance of the description
of a large region around the molecule.
The discrepancy between the experimentally determined linear polaris-
ability and our theoretical results, see Table 4.9, is essentially eliminated
when the vibrational component is accounted for. Then the agreement is
quite good. Our hyperpolarisability results are consistent with the experi-
mental measurements for β‖, even without taking into account vibrational
contributions. Experimental results indicate that the vibrational contribu-
tion is small for the hyperpolarisability: differences in the hyperpolarisability
of isotopically substituted molecules show the vibrational contributions. Un-
fortunately, measurements at the same frequency are not available for CHCl3
and CDCl3, but Kaatz et al. found that at 694.3 nm, CHCl3 has β‖ = 1.2
17Unlike the total properties, the spatial distributions of polarisabilities and hyperpo-
larisabilities are not uniquely defined. For example, as defined above, they depend on the
origin of coordinates. Throughout this work we chose a center-of-mass reference for the
spatial distributions.
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Figure 4.19: Linear response density ρ
(1)
z (r) and polarisability density αzz(r)
on one of the HCCl planes of the molecule calculated using the PBE func-
tional. The positions of the nuclei are indicated with black dots, and the
black lines are isolines. All quantities are in atomic units.
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Figure 4.20: Non-linear response density ρ
(2)
zz (r) and hyperpolarisability den-
sity βzzz(r) on one of the HCCl planes of the molecule calculated using the
PBE functional. The positions of the nuclei are indicated with black dots,
and the black lines are isolines. All quantities are in atomic units. The non-
linear densities extend much further into space than the linear densities. The
contributions to the hyperpolarisability from the Cl atoms and the CH bond
are of opposite sign and, as indicated by the non-linear response density, have
contributions that extend even further into space.
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± 2.6 a.u.; at 1064 nm CDCl3 has β‖ = 1.0 ± 4.2 a.u. [101]. Given that the
frequency dispersion of β‖ between zero frequency and 1064 nm is only about
+15% in our calculations (much smaller than the error bars), this isotopic
comparison shows that the vibrational contributions are smaller than the
error bars. Therefore, vibrational contributions are not significant in com-
paring the ab initio results to the available experimental measurements. We
find, additionally, that the molecular structure has a significant influence on
the calculated value of β‖, and so it is crucial to use an accurate structure
for theoretical calculations.
4.3.3 Conclusions
We have shown the calculation of non-linear response for several small mole-
cules, with special emphasis on the chloroform molecule. In all cases, there
is a good quantitative agreement with experimental results if a careful con-
vergence of the calculations is performed.
The molecules non-linear response is quite extended in space and so real-
space grids on a large domain are required to describe it properly. An ap-
proach based on atomic orbitals would require very extended basis sets to
replicate the results [262] (making the atomic orbitals less practical due to
the numerical cost of the large basis set). This can be verified by looking at
the spatial distributions of the linear and non-linear response densities, that
provide a good visualization tool to understand the basis-set requirements
for the simulation of linear and non-linear response.
In most cases the frequency-dependence of the polarisability and hyper-
polarisability is small, as verified by our time-dependent calculations, and
so dispersion is not very important in comparing static theoretical results
to experimental measurements. In the case of paranitroaniline however, the
proper description of the resonant response appears to be essential for a
precise reproduction of experimental data at high frequencies.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this PhD work we have presented the development and efficient implemen-
tation of two formalisms, real-time propagation and the Sternheimer equa-
tion, to extract response properties of many-body systems from TDDFT.
Real-time TDDFT is already established as a standard method to calcu-
late optical response and, when coupled with the Ehrenfest scheme, a tool
to perform non-adiabatic MD. We have shown that, by introducing a small
modification in the equations, Ehrenfest-TDDFT can also be a competitive
tool for adiabatic MD. In the case of the Sternheimer equation, widely used
for static DFT response properties, we have shown that in can also be used for
dynamic response for both non-resonant and resonant cases. This results in a
frequency-domain method for exploring excited states that does not require
unoccupied states nor response functions (or other two point quantities).
Consequently, the new method is more suitable for numerical applications
than the standard perturbation theory approaches based on sum over states.
The Sternheimer formalism is also suitable for non-linear properties, where
higher response orders do not involve additional complexity: for each order
we have to solve a new Sternheimer equation very similar to the first-order
one. Moreover, we can apply the 2n + 1 theorem to save work and get the
response properties to higher orders than the equations we solve. In this par-
ticular case, we get the second-order response from the solution of the linear
response equations. Similarly, from the second order Sternheimer equations
we would be able to extract information up to fifth-order properties: in the
electric case this would involve the second and third hyperpolarisabilities.
The Sternheimer approach is not only practical for numerical calculations.
As we have shown, phenomena like non-linear optics or Raman response ap-
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pear naturally from the formulation, giving an insight into the physics of the
process.
The approaches were presented in a general form, so they can be applied
to study the response of any observable to any type of external perturbation.
As particular examples we have shown the calculation of different properties
beyond the usual optical, purely electric, response: van der Walls coefficients,
magnetic susceptibilities and optical activity (a mixed electromagnetic re-
sponse). In the magnetic case it is necessary to include all the terms related
to the magnetic vector potential and its coupling to the non-local potential
to maintain the proper gauge invariance, essential to obtain correct results.
As our formulation is general it might as well be used to study other linear
and non-linear response properties.
Different aspects of the numerical implementation in the Octopus code
were also discussed. We started by introducing the real-space grid discretiza-
tion and the pseudo-potential approximation. Then we have shown how we
can combine them into a precise and efficient scheme. We also presented the
different numerical algorithms and how we apply them to solve the equations
that appear in the theory. It is important to notice how a purposely designed
eigensolver, like RMM-DIIS, can give huge a performance improvement over
a more simple and general approach like conjugate gradients. From this ex-
perience, we expect that for the Sternheimer equation and time propagation
considerable performance improvements could be obtained in the future from
improvements in the solution algorithms.
Given the efficiency of the Sternheimer method and the advantages of
the real-space discretization, we were able to predict TDDFT linear and non-
linear results for small molecules with great precision. The theoretical results
approximate very well the experimental results and a good representation of
the empty space is essential for non-linear response calculations. Since the
scaling with the number of atoms of the Sternheimer approach is excellent,
we expect that the method will be useful for the study of very large systems.
A shortcoming of the Sternheimer method, that we put in evidence, is the
poor convergence of the linear solver in the near-resonant case. Convergence
issues come from a poor conditioning of the operator, so it is reasonable to
think that they might be solved, or at least reduced, by a proper precondi-
tioner. This will not only could make the TDDFT linear response calcula-
tions faster, but it would be essential for the application of Sternheimer for
GW [263] and other many-body perturbation theory approaches, avoiding
the calculation of unoccupied states [264,265].
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An interesting extension is the generalisation of the formalism to the
treatment of periodic systems in order to study crystalline systems or molecu-
les in solvent or liquid phases. The case of liquids is particularly interesting1
since we could not only calculate properties, but also assess the approxima-
tions that are done to connect the results for individual molecules (or the
gas phase) with the results for liquids [101]. In general, the description of a
periodic system is more complicated than the case of a finite system, since
the potential associated to a periodic electromagnetic field is not necessarily
periodic. One way to overcome this problem is to use the Berry-phase theory
of polarisation [266] (that was applied to the calculation of dynamic hyper-
polarisabilities of semiconductors in 1996 by Dal Corso et al. [93]). There
exists also an alternative approach based on a vector potential representa-
tion of the electric field that is suited for real-time TDDFT [267]. We still
lack, however, a general theory for the response of periodic systems under an
arbitrary perturbation2.
This work opens the path to study large systems as the light harvesting
complexes responsible for photosynthesis from an ab-initio point of view while
including environment effects. Still, to bridge properly spatial and time scales
(from femtoseconds to miliseconds) we need to develop a multiscale approach
compatible with a TDDFT formulation. In this realm, we need to invest more
efforts in bringing the Octopus code to massive (petascale) high-performance
computing, including incorporation of new paradigms in computation like
the use of graphical processing units or other types of highly parallel co-
processors.
1D. Strubbe, X. Andrade, A. Rubio, The hyperpolarisabilty of liquid chloroform, to be
submitted.
2X. Andrade, A. Rubio, K. Yabana, to be submitted.
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